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The University's Connelly
za was transformed into an

Approximately 200 students,
administration, faculty and staff
members joined together to hear
poetry, speeches and songs, which
supported the proposed Student
Bill of Rights and diversity on

because the increase in tuition
not accompanied by a similar
increase in the student program-

was

Kennedy countered the claim of
the Rev. Edmund J. Dobbin,
O.S.A., University president, that

'

-4-

the University spends a higher
percentage of its budget on student activities than the schools in
its peer group by pointing out that
schools like Georgetown and Boston College are located in the
middle of metropolitan areas.
This gives students at those
schools a greater access to nonschool supported activities. Also,
he commented that Georgetown
and Boston College are located in
districts whose regulations are
not as strict concerning things
such as drinking, noting that both
of those schools have on-campus
pubs. He characterized the administration's arguments against
increased activities funding as
"lackluster."

student senators want to
see more money invested in student life, including much needed
renovations in many of the residence halls, said Kennedy. He
questioned why the University
Development staff and the Athletic department seemingly have a
freedom to spend. "I wish we
could do that," he said, adding
that student programming has

The
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He

minimal.

out-

held last Thursday afternoon.

(SGA) President
Patrick Kennedy said that the
senators opposed the measure

also claimed that the increase in
funding for the library was

Pla-

door forum for voices during the
second annual Rally for Student
Rights and Cultural Diversity

Association

r

995
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proposed 4.9 percent tuition
and room and board increase was
passed despite the fact that all but
one of the student senators voted
against the hike at the University
Senate meeting held March 24.
Outgoing Student Government

'

1

held

News Editor

A

I
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campus. Members of Bryn

Mawr

Haverford College,
Swarthmore College, the University of Pennsylvania and Temple
University were also invited to
College,

rights
Members of the University gathered last Thursday to voice concerns regarding student
speeches.
and
poetry
hear
and cultural diversity. Nearly 200 people packed Connelly Plaza to

been the major student complaint
over the years. Although he noted
that the

Campus

Activities

Team

increase include the University's
financial aid program. He said the
school is aggressively increasing

much

which

has done an incredible job, he said,

aid funding,

"The social experience isn't nearly

weighted toward merit scholar-

as rewarding as it should be."
Kennedy said he understands
the need for planned savings
through the endowment, but he
asked "Where's our focus here?"
The focus seems to be on the
school's donors, not on its stu-

ships, but the largest portion is
neeid based. He also said that some

dents and faculty, he said. To
support his point, he said even

though student activities has
needed a new building for many
years, Patterson Hall was renovated at great expense to be used
by the University Development

of

is

the money is going to improve
the University's physical plant
which "hasn't been addressed
sufficiently in the past." The
University has also budgeted
more money for technology. Sieber
said that 20 percent of the University's personal computers are
being replaced every year.
Sieber said 3.2 percent of this
year's budget will be made part
of

of the

endowment. He said

staff.

lower than

Fredrick Sieber, executive director of Budgeting and Auxiliary
Services, said the school's proposed tuition increase is "in line
with the competition." The University wants to remain in the
middle of its overlap group which
includes Boston College, Bucknell,
Fairfield and Lafayette, among
others. "On average, a 4.9 percent
increase is right with the peer
group," he added.
The reasons Sieber gave for the

in

many

this is

of the schools

"We

don't underestimate
the importance to students," he
said about the burden of tuition.
There are many indications that
consumers will not be willing to
pay such high tuition costs if the
ation."

is

important to

the school's future progress and
its reputation, he said, adding

through their tuition, students are "buying a lifelong
association" with the University.
that,

"We

hear you," Sieber said,
regarding the student Senators'
opinions on the tuition increase.
He added that the members of the
Financial Affairs Office give student concerns "a lot of consider-

The
er

rally

was opened by speak-

Jennifer

Gilliam,

who

much

announced the goals of the event,
which included updating the
Student Handbook, including a
student member on the Board of

"We try to balance doing as
much as possible by continuing

Trustees, increasing financial aid,
matching the national minority
average of students and increasing
support to African, Asian, Islamic

rate of increase continues
longer, he added.

the quality of education, while
maintaining the best cost possible," Sieber said. He also said that
tuition revenues in the future will
"flatten out," and all institutions
of higher education will have to
look to increase productivity. "We
have to look for things we're still
doing that have outlived their

purpose," he said.

the University's peer group.

The endowment

attend.

The

prospect of Congress cutting some of the Federal financial
aid programs, including cuts in
the guaranteed student loan program, "would be a problem for
us," said Seiber, because these
loans affect many of the Universtudents. "Something in
our strategic plan would really
have to give," he said, adding that
sity's

the Board of Trustees
to take action.

would have

and Women's Studies.

The

issue of financial aid cut-

backs was addressed by speaker
Ann Gavaghan while the crowd
chanted, "Student aid is basic; fire
John Kasich," referring to the
Republican congressman from
Ohio. As chair of the House

Committee,
Appropriations
Kasich is leading the crusade for
decreasing student aid. Letters
were distributed to those in
attendance to gain support for

maintaining current forms of
financial aid.
Cultural diversity

was celebrat-

ed through poetry, song, dance

and music. Works by Chinese and
Swedish poets, as well as AfricanAmerican poet Langston Hughes,
were read to encourage diversity
(Continued on page 2)

Annual Greek Week
unifies chapters
By CLAIRE
Assistant

REHWINKEL

News Editor

annual Greek Week in
which fourteen fraternities and
sity's

seven sororities participate in
campus-wide events. The activiinclude athletic competitions,
a skit and banner night, a Greek
Feud and philanthropy events.
The events began the morning
of April 2 and are set to end April
ties

A Greek banquet

PHOTO BY JEREMY LEACH
participatrng in Greek Week
The University's fratemiUes and sororities are
wrcstUntf competition which Pi BeU Phi won.
««ic
«.rt in the arm wrestling
took part

i

this

week. Sororities

is

scheduled

the following night, where
outstanding chapters will be
awarded for their excellent performances throughout the week.
"Villanova's Greek Week is just
one of many across the country,"
said Tom Stringer, president of
the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC).
"It is an event which brings the
for

Greek organizations

together."
"In an attempt to foster unity,

This week marks the Univer-

8.

various

some changes were made

to this

Greek Week," said Stringer.
One of these changes is the implementation of a "match-up" system. These new practices involve
pairing each competing sorority
with two competing fraternities.
"This makes Greek Week more
team oriented rather than more
year's

competition oriented," said Caroline Taddei, Greek Week chair.
Another modification of Greek
Week is its new scoring system.
This year, a series of spirit events
are being incorporated into the
week-long event. "In the past,
awards were solely given to chapters that won the highest number
of competitions," said Taddei.
(Continued on page 3)
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been unable to perform due to
an injury from Saturday's win
over Oklahoma State, the rest
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Who knows,

week SEPTA

Last
workers went on

demand

strike in

for

of the

team managed to

fill

By JONATHAN KLICK
Assistant

in

more

money, causing disturbances
amidst the large portion of
Philadelphia that relies on

Read the suggestion ottered
by the Villanovan to improve
the current lottery system for
the West Campus apartments.
Baseball may be back, but will
the fans? Will legalization lead
to a successful truce to the war

on drugs? Find out in this
week's commentaries.

EATURES
This week

'

Features read
about the success achieved by
Villanova's silent drill team.
Become informed about how
the Campus Climate Committee is uncovering student's
feelings about racism. Also,
look on the last two years with
Patrick Kennedy and David
Greason as they remember
their years in the SGA.
in

daily for their transportation. Not only are the effects
of the strike affecting the

regular passengers, they are
also impressing upon the commuters, schools and even strategically placed business all
along the SEPTA lines. The
5,000 members of the

TWU

(Transport Workers Union)
have been informed since day
one that they will not be receiving any strike benefits. This is
the first time in the TWU
history that the strikers have
not been properly compensated.
Moves have been made in order
to decrease the number of
pickets at each site, however,
the impact of the strikers is
still readily apparent to the
entire Philadelphia
ty.

communiMorning rush-hour has

reached maximum capacity as
the overflow of the rail riders
have chosen alternative transportation. This is occurring
even though the media has
been continuously informing
people of alternate routes that
are being offered to avoid the
conglomeration of traffic.

SEATTLE

strike,

—

in

Entertainment

concert went. Also, read

CD

where the Arkansas Hogs had
beaten the Bruins. This time,
however, it was a different
story, as the final score
revealed that the Bruins from
the West Coast had won the
game 89-78. Even though one

sent home
last week in order to avoid
extraneous expenses by the
club, will be compensated by
the individual teams. There is
little hope of a quick settle-

of

UCLA's

star

players,

players had

this

you

Softball

team

is

through its schedule and is on
pace to set a record for victo-

Diversity Rally
(Continued from page 1)
initiatives at the University. The
Hispanic Society, founded just
last year, and the Asian Society
both performed authentic dances.
The Villanova Gospel Ensemble
performed as well.
"Tolerance is not enough; put

because the community came
together to learn about and support the issues. It was a positive
experience, and the event avoided
negativity such as discussing the

problems on campus.

"The

rally is a g;ood thing that

Villanova has, and it is something
to grow on," said Newton.

your efforts [forth] to understand
and be aware," said speaker David
Greason.

"The crowd was supportive and
encouraging," said Walidah NewMulticultural Affairs. "They
seemed nearly awestruck when
the traditional dances were presented by the Hispanic and Asian
Societies," she added.
"Tolerance is only a baby step,"
said.

"We would

like

more people to take an interest on
their own, to increase appreciation
and awareness."
rally

was

successful

offers these students the oppor-

Staff Reporter

tunity to see the campus and learn
more about the University. The
day is designed to assist the
students in their final decisions

Candidates' Day, the Universiannual high school senior
recruitment day, will take place
ty's

tomorrow, April
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team travelled to Orlando, Fla.,
Wednesday afternoon for the
NCAA Cheerleading Championships at MGM Studios in Disney
World. At 7:30 p.m. tonight, the
men and women from this team
1will compete for the Division

A title.
fact that the Wildcats are

competing for the National Championship is a tremendous accomplishment alone for a school that
gives no athletic scholarships to

competitors in this sport. 'Nova
participate
is not just going to
alone; however, this team is
competing to win. As the 14th
seeded team out of 16 competitors,
the Cats are not favored to win,

but then again Old Dominion was
a 14th seed in the NCAA Basketball

Tournament.

The Cats

the newspaper of record for Villanova Unh/erslty.

and fomiat are the responsibility of the Editor and the Editorial Board and do not necasaarih/
represent the view of the administration, faculty and students unless specifically stated. The University
subscribes to the
writing, articles, lay-out. pictures

prtndple of

individual academic^Jnterests.
Students and parents alike will
have the opportunity to meet with
the dean of their prospective
colleges.

The yarious acthnties
and high energy of
Candidates Day allows

and parents

to get

P. Stack, O.S.A.,

of students, said that the

situation
sanction."

demanded a "strict
He said Janci went

through a hearing about the case,
and a judgment was made against
him. After this, Janci lost an
appeal of that judgment. He will
be allowed to finish the Spring
1995 semester at the University,
but will be suspended for the fall
1995 term. "We prefer to do it
right then and there," Stack said
regarding the levying of a punishment, but due to the fact that the
act occurred so late in the semes-

removal from

the SGA. "He was representing
the school. It was just not right"
to allow him to finish his term as
senator.
said Janci was a "good
senator with a lot of potential and

Kennedy

promise, but he used poor judg-

ment." Janci's seat was filled by
sophomore Sheldon Pollock. Pollock was selected in accordance
with SGA procedure which states
that such vacancies are to be filled
by the student who received the
next highest number of votes in
the senatorial election of the
preceding year. "We needed Sheldon's vote at the Senate meeting,"
said Kennedy regarding the timing of the replacement.

Janci will be allowed to get
involved with the SGA after his

punishment is served. "We more
than welcome him to get
involved," said Kennedy. Janci
declined to comment on the issue.

Greek Week unifies

prospecthre students

a

glimpse of the Wiianowa
community,
Tara Campitiello, president
of the Blue Key Society

become more

and approachable

dean

ual foruihs will be held for each
different major. These forums
will yield further information that
is aimed to be more specific to

ask questions. Members of Blue
Key will be wearing matching
shirts in order to

The Rev. John

said concerning his

to the

A

"Blue Key involvement allows
candidates to interact with the
students, with whom they can
better relate to, and who are

varied representation of the
clubs and organizations on campus will set up booths outside of
the Connelly Center to allow the
candidates to identify with a

representative of the University,"
she Campitiello.
In addition to the tours, individ-

related topic of interest to introduce them to the extracurricular
aspects of the University.

(Continued from page 1)

"This

year

is

being

Banner Night

run

than

a bigger event
the others," said Taddei.
$2 entrance fee will go
is

differently."

"The

15 points
will either be added or deducted
from each chapter's cumulative
score, based on whether or not 25

towards Special Olympics." The

At these

spirit events,

percent of each organization
attends. An additional two points
are added for each additional 10
percent of the individual chapters
that attend.
Much of this year's Greek Week
will emphasize giving back to the

community.

"The

Skit

and

various chapters are also sponsoring a clothing drive for "our needy
neighbors in Norristown."
"We feel that the changes to
Greek Week make the different
chapters much more unified,"
said Stringer. Those students
interested in keeping up with
Greek Week standings can check
the scoreboard posted in front of
the Connelly Center.

entire routine during both morning and night practices since the

The Villanovan

The Villanova cheerleading

The

Servedio'

is

him to get invohfod.

Cheerleaders compete
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activities

high energy of Candidates' Day
allows prospective students and
parents to get a glimpse of the
Villanova community," said Tara
Campitiello, president of the Blue
Key Society. Candidates' Day

Heather Shankland, Jennifer L Smith, Eileen Snakard, Melissa Sodolski. Barbara Sullivan. Jen Starace.
Jennifer Trzaska
^^^' Josaoh
^®P"
Tuite, Hillary Ward, Eric Warren.

Villanovan

schedule of events begins
with a reception this evening for
families that have arrived early,
and will offer an opportunity for
an informal one-on-one question

families.

L

Tanya Marie Annas, Heather Anthony, Mike Beckerlch, Reggie Beehner, Eric Begg. Jane Bono. MIchele Caroll
Anthony
Centoia, Barbara Cole, Sheila Conolly. Wayne Cressklil. Kelly Curtln. Unda Delconte, Colleen Donnelly. Amy
Drake. Elizabeth Durkin
John Gagilano. Joe Galllera, Traci Galligher. Katie GIbbs. Steve GIblln, Kim Gllliland. Marybeth Goeller. DavkJ
Greaves Grea
Greenfield, Andrew Qribbin, Stephanie Griffiths, Unda Gryzb. Andrew Keech. Shannon Kelly, Urry Lanza,
Joe Lopez Jen Markiey
Nicole Mayer, Joe McCabe. Mark McCreary, Megan McGrath, Patrick Mailer, Maureen Meyer, Roseanne
Miller. Christine Muller'
Jonathan Passman, Jay Raczkowski, Tricia Reliosa. Justin Schrelber. Robert Schumacher, Megan Scibona
Christlns

The

The

visible

regrets the error.

Staff:

The

regarding their plans for next
year. The agenda for the weekend
follows closely with the events
that took place on Early Action
Candidates' Day, which was held
in February.

and answer session with members
of the Blue Key Society. Tours
will run from several starting
points around campus Saturday,
and will offer more time for the
candidates and their families to

Key movement

Congressmen Curt Weldon and
Jon Fox were incorrectly identified as senators. Both are
members of the House of Representatives. The Villanovan

Barszczewski, Eric Cheung. Elaine Paolini. Alexander W. ScoflekJ, Kathryn A. SzumanskI

advertising

with

the Blue Key Society, has worked
to organize the day, which
includes campus tours and academic forums, said Chad Murray,

Blue
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ries. The baseball team faltered
against Seton Hall, but two
straight victories on Tuesday

and Wednesday have pushed
its record to 22-5. Dave Cook
and Ken Nason shined for the
track team while men's
lacrosse seems to have turned
its season around. Check out
the features on softball sensa-,
tion Tina Sabunas and baseball
captain Ryan McGinty.
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was okay He was

COURTESY OF PFHDJECT SUNSHINE

the

PORTS

everything else

representing the school.

"The various

in

if

The ViUanova Singers peHormed a pubUcity concert at the Cherry Blossom Festival on April
2. The group is pictured here outside the Botanical Gardens in Washington, D.C.

The

week's Horoscopes.

The

PHOTO BY JEREMY LEACH

who were

the Entertainment section without finding out what the Easter
in store for

as

ment.

reviews on Cravin' Melon,
Mudhoney, Led Zeppelin and
Weezer. Finally do not leave

Bunny has

He could not stay here

new

impasse in the bargaining. The
players are to return without
a contr^ijt, and they will have
lost 28 percent of their salaries
from last year, and 11 percent
will be lost this year because
no one will be paid until regular
season starts. The replacement

year. The two teams had met
in 1978 in the Final Four,

how the Black Crowes

last sea-

than welcome

"He could not stay here as if
everything else was okay," Stack

deal or until the same court
agrees that there is a legal

order to defeat the Razorbacks
of Arkansas, who were there
to defend their title from last

This week

which began

in effect until there is a

NCAA Championship game, in

find out

baseball

We more

disclosed.

son, has finally drawn to a
close, for at least the present.
The old agreement will remain

Ed O'Bannon
stepped up to fill the empty
shoes of Tyus Edney for the
UCLA Bruins Monday for the

NTERTAINMENT

The

was

the result of a transgression
against the University's code of
conduct according to Student
Government Association (SGA)
President Patrick Kennedy. The
exact nature of the disciplinary
infraction was not publicly

N. Yeltsin signed a controversial law yesterday that will
ultimately obligate all foreigners to be tested for the AIDS
virus if they are living in
Russia. Anyone who tests positive for the virus will be
deported. AIDS activists are
criticizing the actions of the
Russian government as ineffective and highly costly to the
invasion of human rights. The
AIDS information center in
Moscow concludes that people
in Russia are still believers in
the idea that AIDS is a gay
disease. Foreigners planning to
stay in Russia for more than
three months are allowed to
have medical certification from
their own doctors and will not
be submitted to the testing in
Russia.

CHICAGO

Janci

removed from his position as
Commerce and Finance Senator
before the March 24 University
Senate meeting. His removal was

MOSCOW — President Boris

-

Bill

was

decided that the punishment should not take effect
until next semester. "He did not
pose a danger to the community,"
he added.
ter, it

News Editor

Sophomore

the gap of the guard who
practically ran the floor for the
Bruins
throughout
the
tournament.

them
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will be performing

a

two-minute and 20-second routine
during
as well as various stunts
music.
one and a half minutes of
They have been practicing their

beginning of March.

The Wildcats were

forced to
struggle through a great deal of
adversity in preparation for

tonight's event because of an
injury to a female member of the
team and the untimely departure
of two other members. This forced
the team to restructure some of
the original routine.

very rare tor a team from
the East, or a small private school
to be invited to the Championships
so it is expected that many schools
will be pulling for this underdog
team from the Main Line.
The 1995 team includes: Head
It is

Coach Chadie Murgia and Assistant Coach Allyn Roache; juniors
Amy Kennelly, Jason Gerghel,
Phil O'Neill and Mark Uccardi;
sophomores Kristie Greco, Stacie
Daley, Tina Rogers, Lou Simon,
Jim McGivern and Mark Chicoski;
and freshmen Jen Lyden, Kristin
Tami and Kevin Danielson.

PHOTO BY SHARON GRIFFIN

The Ecological Society
Curt Weldon, members

of Villanova sponsored a lecture featuring
of the House of RepresenUtives.

guest speakers Jon Fox and
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Students participate in

\ /i^iwnraiiiirs

OAS conference
Special to the

A team

Villanovan

of Villanova students

participated in the 15th

Annual
Model Organization of American
States in Washington, D.C. from
April 2-7. Thirty-four universities

throughout the United States
each sent a team to represent one
of the

member nations of the OAS.

Representing Bolivia, the Villanova students prepared since
January by studying the national

and international politics of that
nation. They were in contact since
February with Jorge V. Blacud
Trigo, ministro consejero of the

Mision Permanente de Bolivia,
and met with Bolivian diplomats
while in Washington. They studied the OAS structure, its charter
and the work of its committees in

order to prepare for the model

OAS.
Cesar Gaviria, former president
of Colombia and currently the
secretary general of the OAS,
addressed the students Monday.

The

U.S. ambassador to the

OAS

outlined the Summit of the
Americas.
Julie Oates, head delegate of the
Villanova team and

member of the

General Committee, proposed a
resolution designed to professionalize the Haitian military. She
made the team's opening statement to the 400 students, faculty
advisors and

OAS

officials at the

model OAS, stating the team's
overall positions.

Erin O'Connor,

Committee on

member

Juridical

of the

and

Pol-

matters, proposed a resolution on the OAS's role in protectmg the rights of those with HIV,
regulatmg the blood supply in the
nations of the Western Hemisphere, and working with other
international organizations in
itical

CREAM
()

II

working to reduce the spread of
HIV. Tamara Schmidt, member of
the Committee on Economic and

I'

aimed

at
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Featuring
Daily

Soup

when

18 independent American
republics held the First Interna-

American Union, and moved

to its

current headquarters just across
from the Washington Monument,
a few blocks from the White
House. In 1948, the organization
was renamed the Organization of
American States. There are currently 35 member states in the
OAS, from Canada to Chile and
Argentina.

The purposes

of the

OAS

include the strengthening of peace
and security of the hemisphere,
the promotion of representative
democracy with due respect for
the principle of non-intervention
and the peaceful settlement of
disputes.

COURTESY OF THE POUTIGAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Julia Funk, Erin O'Connor, Lauri Wieczorek, Dr. Lowell Gustafson
in the 15th annual Model OAS in Washington, D.C. this past week.

Oates participated

and

Monday-Friday
10:30 AM- 2 PM

Julie

^
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Ice
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V
Congressional cuts hurt AmeriCorps
Press Release

u
^ „
The House
of Representatives
voted last week to amend the
T,,

recession package currently being
^!^?^^.'..sl3shing an additional
$206 million from current fiscal

year funding for AmeriCorps.
The total cut for AmeriCorps
under the recession bill is now
$416 million
more than twothirds of the $575 million authorized and appropriated for the
current fiscal year. The amendment sought to offset cuts made
by the House Appropriations
Committee to veterans' health

—

programs.
/his cut

- who were
counting on AmeriCorps to help
them pay for college - would be
Working

kills

AmeriCorps,"

.

said Eli Segal, assistant to the

president and chief executive
the Corporation for
National Service. "Of 20,000
serving in communities across

families

Italian
Kitchen

especially hard-hit."

officer for

America,

1,000 AmeriCorps
members would be sent home
immediately and 15,000 others
would be sent home over the next

few months. Twenty-nine thousand out of the 33,000 AmeriCorps

members already authorized

to

begin

their service in September... would be told: we're
backing out of our commitments.

disappointing that
AmeriCorps members who are
serving to rebuild our communities were pitted against veterans
who served to protect our country," Segal said. "I hope that the
Senate will act with more judg"It

11

AM

-

PM & 4:30

2

CflSTCR BflSKCTS

CGGS

V

Fresh Salads

Friday
8 AM - 2 PM

"P^eACHt

LB. $5.75

Lorge $29.95

uaete^ Ce^oeit^atm Featof^m,

10:48A.II.-1:00P.M

4:30P.M.-C:00P.II.

DINNER

4:30P.II.-«:00P.M

Doughwty

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

4/9/95
SUNDAY

4/10/95

4/11/95

4/12/95

4/13/95

4/15/95

BRUNCH

AnoRTEO CniALS
(EvnY Mial)

AmortbCeriau

Assorted Cereals

(Every Meal)

(Every Meai)

^rimwi ni Eooi/

ScHAiMifD Eooi/

SCRAMilEO EoqW

CmbhOmoxt

ChomOmeut

SCRAMMLEO EOOS/
Cheese Omelct

OMm)

WAmxs

DunkmOonui*

DunkmDonuts

DunkmDonuts

Rmy Rio QRAKnuir-BfRRn

Ruiv Red QRAPETRUir-BERRa

RutY Red Qrafefruit-Berrks

Thomas' Enoush Muftw

Hah

ft

Cheese Breakfast Burrito

BUTTBH

Breads
Butters

PHiAoamu Criam Cheoe

Phladeipma Cream Cheek

Pheadelfma Cream Cheek

Baoels/

Dambh PAtTwn

La Murms

Assorted Sara

La Mumn

Assorted Sara

Assorted Sara

La Muffms

Easter!

Rd QRAPcraurr-Bama

Thomas' Enolmh Mwrai

U
N

Sour Du Jour

Sour Du Jour

SoufDuJour

UxM Rich turkey Nuooets

MEATBAa Sandwich

Qrueo Reuben

Veoetarian Stuffed Potato Skms

White Pizza

BBQ

BUTTOtt

ft

Honey Mustard Sauce

Cassmou

Cheddar Res

Em

Turkey Salad

CMCKEN of THE Sea TUNA SALAD

Salad

OcuBar

OuBar

VHtacBimoERS

VeoqkBuroers

DeuBar

CMAM CnIIU

C

VEaocBuwERS
Cheem Sauce

Hamsuroers ft Frankfurters
Cheese Sauce

Stiak/Chkken Steak Sanouhch

Steak/Chcken Steak Sanowkm

Hammuroers

AMomiD Sam La HurnM

Hammmers ft Frammurters

Frankfurters

ft

,

Cheese Sauce

SUNDAY DINNER

Steak/Cnicken Steak Sanowch

Asmrtb) Breads

SoupDuJow
CnCKBI COMKM

Salad Bar

FRTTO

Jack

IwcmltyBaw

D

DRisssMS

ft

Coonn

ft

Rous

Frtto Lav

Jack

Ju.

ft

Ice

ft

Coonn

Cream Noveltcs

Qravy

Stuttb Smius w/Reo Sauce

HOMOIAOt VSOfTASU PUFV
Item

Assorted Puoosns, Jeilo

ft

Cooran

Jack

Ju.

ft

Ice

Cream Noveltms

Pmeo Cmckbi
Cheese

Zm

Fut

Bake

Broled Swonofmh

Ou Jour

Qruid Item Du JOM
SmcialtyBar

WMteKirnalCorh

WMFfiD PoTATOIS

UNCU BINI RKE FUMSNTMi

CHorfEO Spmach

PetttePeas

Broccou Florets

Vbktabu Medley

Cauuflower

YEUOW SOUAIH

8aud Bar

ft

Dessert

De. Monti

BUTTBISFUT

Dressmos

Ju.

Ice

Cream Nomltcs

ft

ROlU

Tmsteb DSSMR

Dressmos

Salad Bar

ft

Rou

DSSSSRTBUFFn

Del Moioe Frutt Natvrau

Del Monte Frwt Naturals

Jack

ft

Ju.

Ice

Cream Novb.t«s

Jack

tUESS
inn«F» STANDARD MK«Jin»gS Amj« EVKRY MEAL
(SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY)

<a>EftAtfVhAte^Apl»feAftfl>>^^iJM>AVtrtftUf^^

ft

Ju.

Ice

Dougherty Hall
Only
4:30 P.M. 6:30 P.M.

Dressmos

Dessert BuFviT

Bumr

Da Monte FrutNatunau
ft

Salad Bar

in

FnitoUvMunchms

SmoaltyBar

Bread

Return Meal
Monday Dinner

Rous

SfECW-TY Bar

iTALiAN

Jack

Qmubd

Du Jour

ft

Salad Bar A DREisstQS

MuNCHMS

PrsmRmofBeef

Item

Assorted Breads

Dressmos

AmnAUCE

lAUO Bam ft Dmimmm

Ju Ice Cream Novb.t«s

Salad Bar

ft

Assorted Puoomqs, Jnix>

UY MUNCMKS

Orllid

PrwtNaturau

ft

Assorted Breads

Fresh Pork Lomw/Qravy

LomCMtfDwHBiRoa

ft

Rous

Ju Ice Cream Noveltu

ft

CutOmdiBiam

E

ft

Assorted Puoormw, Jeuo

BlflU

SuMoaSAUCf

Jack

Happy

Thomas' Enoush Muffm

Murm

Breads
Butters

DuBar

Bumr

Commcutftu/

Thomas' Enolmh

Brsads

S

R

Sausaoe Patty

AUNTjEMWAPANCAKia

SucaCAMon

I/zMl^oihi

ScRAmi

PraLAOELmu

Mar Turkey Samaqi

Ba.

0km Hayoi Bacon

I

nt A Spe^f'a^Pf^/ee ToTU

DINNER

4/14/95

A

N

BRUNCH

THURSDAY

HoMFMa

N

LUNCHEON..,

WEDNESDAY

CwmOMKiT

O
N

Frozen Yogurt

TUESDAY

F

E

Supreme Nachos

MONDAY

fmm Tbus FiwtCH Toast

H

Beer Battered Chicken Fingers

BREAKFAST.

hM an ixtamM braakfatt untH 10:00AJi

A
K

L

Paradise

SUNDAY

(COOKID TO

Rimy

in

CASH/WILDCARD PRICES:

MENU

4:30P.M.-6:30P.II.

PMLAOtLPMA

Medium $19.95

BRUNCH

Cheeseburger

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt

HALL

10:4eA.M.-1 :00P.M.

Featuring

Sandwiches

Soft Pretzels

DINING

SUNDAY

SATURDAY
DINNER

Meal Plan Equivalency
Wildcard and Meal Plan Points Accepted

Nutritious Salads

J V

DOUGHERTY, DONAHUE
& ST. MARY'S
7:3O-»:00A.M.
11:0QA.M.-1:30P.M

Cheesesteaks

Cold Dell

Wildcard and Meal Plan Points
Accepted

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt

BRUNCH

Monday-Friday
11 AM -8 PM

Bagels

Vegetable Pizza

Monday-Thursday
8 AM - 8 PM

* *

&

Coolced-to-Order

Deli-Made Sandwiches
Pasta & Garlic Bread

Bmaim

Small $14.95

Philly

Parmesan Sandwich
Fresh Made Pizza

T

BUn€RCR€flM

Fresh Muffins

PM

Chiclcen

B
R
E

"SERVING THE BEST"

6:30

-

Featuring

is

ment andless partisanship."

PM

Meal Plan Equivalency
Wildcard & Cash Accepted

**

&

Featuring

Monday-Friday
Segal said that the vote proved
that veterans get the respect they
deserve in Congress,

DINNER

COCONUT

%

The

Baitley

offeciac

Bottled Waters

Juices

Salads

cafe

1/2 LB. $3.50

Luncheon Specials

Sandwiches

Conference of American

States in Washington, D.C. In
1910, it became known as the Pan

.

&

Tamara Schmidt,

%

Featuring

is

political, economic, social and
cultural cooperation among the
member states of the Western
hemisphere. It dates back to 1890,

4

Fresh Pizza

Shakes Made-to-Order

BREAKFAST
LUNCH

1

1^

&Sfl

Chiclcen Fingers

Salad Bar

the oldest international regional organization in the
world. It provides a forum for

tional

(mn

^

KIng-SIze Dell Sandwiches

education for indigenous populations. Julia Funk, member of the
Committee on Educational, Scientific and Cultural Matters proposed a resolution intending to
improve the conditions of street
children in a number of member
nations. Lauri Wieczorek, member
of the Budget and Finance Committee, proposed how the programs being debated in the other
committees could be funded.

The OAS

3l^

1]M3

MONDAY-FRIDAY

i

a

Featuring:

I

i

Featuring:

I

-

extreme poverty in the hemisphere by improving bilingual

MM

i

I'

Social Matters, proposed a reso-

lution
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1995

combine all
your debts into one
easy-to-manage payment*
Bad credit no problem. ALL accepted based on ability to pay.
Fast Help Is Just A Phone Call Away!

NOW

Call day or night 1-305-537-3617, (24 hr. recording)
for your FREE APPLICATION or write:
BUDGETMASTER BOX 645, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022
,

1995 • THE VILLANOVAN • Page 7

WANTED:

Let US

1996 APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE
IN 214 D0U<;HERTY HALL

-

'''^"^f^^m0^:!&^,.>^p^,;

Outstanding Staff for an
Exceptional Summer Camp.*.
One of Pennsylvania's premier residential
camps invites you to spend the summer of your
life

We

In the picturesque

Pocono Mountains.

are seeking dedicated individuals as cabin
counselors and specialists:

All Sports

•

Arts

•

Lakefront Boating Staff

•

Photography

•

Swimming Instruction

•

Drama

•

Jetski

•

Computers

and Waterski

Now accepting applications
2580 HAVERFORD ROAD. ARDMORE 649-NAIL
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 4 PM-2 AM, SAT.-8UN.MOON-2 AM

1—2 — 3 — 4

P.O.

$1 .00 Larae Pizza
$2, $3 or $4 Pitchers 4 p.m.

fAoH

for all positions.

CAMP AKIBPAA

19004

Box 840; Bala Csrnwyd,

oaU 610-660-9888

Midnight

'til

& Crafts

•

"BLUES JAM"
500 Shots

'til

Midnight

The Villanovan

"OPEN MIC NIGHT"
$1.50 RED DOG
9

pm

'til

"MINDY

"Get

Midnight

9

PM

'til

MIDNIGHT

Connelly Center

f«.> AREA'S BEST

BANDS

SfiJ

1

Johnny
Ftedback

7th

8th

-

-

Silly

All

Falvey

.

For only $14.95, you save

coach fare to anywhere Amtrak travels.

Amtrak

College

Travel

It's

15%

number

ANT DAT

I

Bartley

off

easy with the

Mendel

Simply present your card and
student I.D. and you're on yom* way. Whether it's big plans in the
Big Apple, booking to Boston, or spending capital in DC, there's no
limit to the

Card.

of times

you can use

it.

u<PIZZA

TOPPING

So pick one up at the

L_

Good on
MondaT's
__*'"''*''•

I

•

Good on

Tuesdays JMednesdays JThnrsdar's

I

|

Good on
*nr Day

I

j

Tolentine

Good on
Any Day

j

and, of course,

Philadelphia 30th Street, Paoli or North Philadelphia Station and start

saving

15%

today. The

Amtrak

Dining Halls

Rabbit

PER DAY/NIQHT

n HOMD&T'S
o

Here's the deal.

Every Friday"

At these participating locations:

$1.00 Pints

KAHN"

It

College Travel Card. It's a big deal.

Midlantic

What can you
do at CCP
this summer?

Bank presents the

Kelly's
For Subscriptions Call (610) 519-7206

Kim Toncy
Arizona State University

'iWo Time 1500 Meter
PA(] 10 (Ihampion
Kim's wearing the

CaU 1-800-USA-RAIL, or

fill

Brush up oa your

out and mail the form below.

Jersey Tee Shirt.

mm
Votii?

aMtrak collcQe

% Call 1-800-USA-RAIL or simply complete this form
fand mail aJong writh $14.95 to:

CUn TODAV!

Please do not send

caish.

it

Amtrak College Travel Card
Box 7717, Itaaca IL 60143-7717

P.O.

^
A

D Check enclosed
n Visa

Name.

.

Signature.

City

state.

If

Zip.

If

paying by check allow 2 weeks for delivery.
paying by credit card allow 1 week for delivery.

restrictions and blackout periods apply. Offer good
for travel between March 17. 1995 and August 31, 199B.

College.

student ID #_

1

Some

#.

AMTRAK

CCP credits

The 1.8% discount applies to off peak, excursion and All
Aboard rail fares. Discount is valid for students of
University of Pennsylvania, Drexel, St. Joseph's, La SaUe,
Temple or Vlllanova only, and applies to ooach travel only.
Call Amtrak or your travel a^nt for complete details.

I

il 27-28-29, 1995
April
FranWin Fidd, t&iiveraty of Penns)dvania
Phaade^hia, PA • 33rd

& South Streets

Tickets available in advance at the Franklin Field Ticket Office

Ibr more infonnation, call: 1-215-898-6151

Community College of Philadelphia
Street, Philadelphia,

Come and support the Villanova Wildcats and their coach, John Marshall

PA 19130

Ik

Do You Want VISA &

MasterCard Credit Cards?

Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the worid...VlsaA and MasterCard^
YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

credit cards...*'ln

your name.**

EVEN

IF

VISA* and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID— BOOKS— DEPARTMENT

STORES-TUITION- ENTERTAINM ENT—
EMERGENCY CASH -TICKETS- RESTAURAffTSHOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI
No turn donns!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!

Campus Card, Box 220615. Hollywood. FL 33022

Jl Jy^J^J lwantV!SA<»/MASTERCARDeCndlt
Oanlaapproved Immediately. 100^ QUARANTEEDI

Admission
i
Gener
ViththisA<i'

NAME

I

ADDRESS

I

cnr

STATE —ZIP

PHONE

IidLantic
NA

S.S.^

SIGNATURE
NOTE: MasloCaid

VIM

It

la

a

super heav7It

Midlantic Bank,

ic|{lsiricd tf«<leimi1( ti

a fcgistertd tradrimrii of

comes

a dozen eolors with
matching color logo

has

But

as

And

it

a full athletic cut.

you can

sec,

Kim

cut hers off at the waist

are transferable and affordable.

1700 Spring Garden

It's

over
a

CaU 215-751-8010.

f

l(K)9f

across the chest.

In our two summer sessions, you can make
up a class or get a head start on next year.

I

Exp. Date

in

in the city

J

of

weij^ht cotton.

Get a quality education for the lowest price

D MasterCard

Print)

Address.

Telephone

payable to Amtrak

Card #
(Plesifle

I

made

Grab additional credits toward your degree

Get

I

(Champion 'ronc-On-Tone

skills

MaslnCknl Internal lomL Inc.
VISA USA. Inc and VISA InkrmOomI
*

with any other discount
This offer not to be combined

-y

offer.

Limit

I

discount per person, per day.

and sleeves. So think |twice
f she asks to borrow vours.

CM^U<»^»vp.icr»v

^«&»S«Br
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ViIlanovan
201 Dougherty Hall,

Kathleen

19085

Vlllanova University, Vlllanova. Pa.

Players take the

L Cooney and Sean M. Kelly
Editors In Chief

By JOE PATTERSON
.

Managing Editors
1995

World Series was not played

Baseball is back.
for now.
The cloud that hung over the
1994 season is still here, though,
as the players and owners have

Lauren C. Burke and Sarah B. Neville

Pages

.

waded through months

of futility

attempted negotiations.
Indeed, if it weren't for the American court system stepping in, we
would probably be watching shoddy replacement players desecratin their

Greeks deserve support

ing the baseball fields that the
great heroes of yesteryear

Whether he thinks so or not, Stephen Wisniew's letter
the editor in the ViIlanovan was a blatant thrashing
the Greek community at the University. When we

to
of

sanctified.

Fortunately, prompted by a
court ruling, owners have unconditionally accepted a proposal
from the players and have agreed
to let the season begin amidst

printed "Greeks need to open doors," we anticipated a
torrent of responses from fraternities
sororities to flood
our office. Although we heard a lot of verbal criticism
regarding Wisniew's lashing of 37 percent of the student
population on campus, we received only one written

&

more

false accusations and stereotypes. Such accusations, we
believe, should have provoked more responses from

Villanova's Greek Organizations.

the ViIlanovan, therefore, will be the voice
for the Greeks and defend fraternities and sororities.
The Greek community has become the scapegoat for
the alcohol abuse problem at the University. Wisniew
at

dared to claim that, "At the root of the problem is the
straight fact that fraternities are the underage drinkers'
outlet to alcohol abuse." Does this mean that underage
drinking would be terminated if there were no Greek life
at Villanova? Underage drinking begins before most
students even come to college, and then continues in the
dorm rooms and bars. Greek events are not the sole
"distributors [SIC] to underage drinking or alcohol
abuse."
Few people at the University who legitimately deny
the fact that most fraternities and sororities have been
positive active members and role models in this
community. The majority of volunteers at events on this
campus such as Special Olympics and Balloon Day are

members

We

of the Greek community.
sincerely doubt the children suffering

cancer, battered

Lupus

from

Quilt volunteers, the
Foundation or the Children's Hospital in Phila-

to time, organizations, Greek or otherwise, can fall short
of their goals. But for once this school needs to give the

Greek community the recognition it has earned. The
University needs the Greek community if it truly hopes
to improve in all aspects of campus life.

Housing lottery

^_^

x

v'
"^"^•''^^

--

that had been cellar
dwellers for years had broken out
of their protracted slumps. The
playoffs were canceled and the

\,J
^^'^
\

i

^

dictive sense of justice over the
good of the game.
Maybe by returning to baseball

without a fight,

rise

COLLEGE

Sports should not depress, they
should inspire.
On Monday alone, the Baltimore
Orioles sold 25,000 tickets. It
seems as though many fans are
willing to proceed in the hope of
enjoying another season. Mal-

above

past injustices. We were upset
that the grievances of the owners
and players would interfere with
the season. Malveaux's suggestion
that "the fans should strike"

By CHRIS FALLON
Staff Reporter

Grades. The most important
thing in college. The bit your
parents ask you about every week.
The determinant as to how good
a job yoif^ill get, or of how smart
you are. The judgment others
pass as to how well you can learn,
speak, sing, act, dance, run or do
anything.
Or simply four digits on your
resume.
Grades are extraordinarily
meaningless. They can get you
into high school. They can place

bandy "insults back and forth
through the media." I lamented
to

that the strike was "a piteous
portrait of stubbornness taken to

you into a good
LIFE

We

We

at the accusations regarding diversity and

are writing this letter in

process

With

this in

is

unfair

mind,

we

propose modifying the current housing lottery system.
Elements such as G.P.A., involvement in and contribution

selves from

possible to better Villanova.

their formal, seeing that the
people excluded are not members

^^

of this organization.

^^^^ decided that

we

will try

*? ^5!p ^}^ further understand
the Greek system, although he
might not deem it necessary.
.

^r

^,,

w^

«r.

.

y^!J

cfiiHonfc r.1or^««;«.*
r
students
planning 4.^
to live on-campus
received their living assignments, or in the case of
freshmen, their lottery numbers. And, as usual, there are
hard feelings about who got what living assignment and
who is to live in the ever-coveted West ^auipub
Campus
Anorfmonfo
nparcmenis.
Kignt now, all lottery numbers are randomly
generated by a computer at the Office for University
Information Technologies. Such a process gives all
students an equal chance at quality housing for the
upcoming year However, students who should be given
consideration for on-campus housing are denied their
preferences because of blind luck. At the same time,
students who do not contribute to the Villanova
community walk away with the quality liuuaiuK.
^"""V housing
Wo
of tf^t«^
v;iio«V^,r««
u^r
We at
the ViIlanovan believe this

choosing people who "can financially back up their Greek letter."
First, none of us excludes people;
people choose to exclude them-

pics volunteers, Balloon Day
volunteers and the amount we
donate to outside charities). We
stand behind the Student Government Association, and, if included,
we will help them in any way

response to Stephen Wisniew's
letter to the editor in the ViIlanovan ("Greeks need to open
doors"). We understand that as a
freshman at Villanova, not associated with any Greek organizations,
..^ obviously
.., he
„
.v..v.wo more
„^._y knows
..ivm
atout tiTe GreekT'than'any oTu^^^^

^^^"»^^'
.ITJ
'Jisay that we need
your money and

1?pr**nflv
Kecently,

must chuckle

and

alcohol. Actually,

we don

t.

^^^^ chanties that we give the
money to probably appreciate
your help, but believe us when we
tell

you we can do just fine

without your help.

We

challenge
yo" ^o »""" o'^e of these philan^^^^p^^ events with some of your

^^endf. Great amounts of time
and effort must be put mto these,
the time and effort that all of our
organizations are willing to put in.
Secondly, let us point out that
^^^ ^"^'''^ campus is struggling

n"

aMeX'^in^^^^^^^^

y^' have nfvefdr^^^

underage, then you are one of the
f«^ o" this campus who haven't;

we admire you

for this,

^^'"^ concerning alcou ^"°u*'^;
hoi ^^ich you presented is the
recent attempt of the InterFraternity Council to implement
^ risk-management policy which
^°"'^ eliminate underage drink

coming to our events.
Certainly you would not tell Blue
Key that they exclude people from

In a time

when

the entire Greek
community is coming together as
one, we look to the entire Villanova
community to come together also.
Although we know we are not
perfect, we do as much, if mo?e
^h^" ^"y «ther organizations to
help enhance Villanova and the
outside community (just look at
the majority of the Special Olym

not purchase the insurance we
need to finally implement this
policy and curb alcohol abuse.

at the results of the election,

are

all

members

community."

To the

of

Why

start acting like

the

don't

was

Aristotle's pupil, or

ON CAMPUS

SiMMnI N««< Swoin.

With Sharon

if

you can explain the entire makeup
of a worm's cell. The only things
which matter when joining the
work force are the activities you
were involved in, the work experience you have and if you know
someone important in the
company.
you know
The way I see it
what you know. Teachers can
teach you what they want, but

—

fUliOn*)

calls

positive attributes that the

game

They

are suckers
for the slice of American culture
and the sense of history that each
game brings. In order to revel in
these beneficial elements, maybe
carries with

it.

the fans are willing to put up with
a little abuse.
It is now time for the owners

do their part. For
starters, they should guarantee
that the 1995 season will be played
all the way through to the World
Series. They should also make a
renewed attempt at settling the

and players

to

labor dispute off the

I

Opening day is set for April 26.
still have my fingers crossed.

The game

is

To abandon

situation.

would be

truly in a precarious

to

commit an

IM4

Griffin

"We

plan to see more games this
year than ever before. Maybe this
qualifies me as a "sucker," but it's
a title I'll willingly accept.
I

field.

you will retain what you want. It
is an old cliche, but they say that
education is what you remember
from being taught. What good is
memorizing something for a 50
minute test if you will forget it
as soon as you walk out of the
door.

I'm sure any teacher reading
this right

now is shaking his head

and saying that I missed the whole
point of education. I believe that
education is what the student gets
out of the lesson. If I believe that

something

is

unimportant,

I'll

temporarily learn it to appease the
teacher and receive a grade that
will satisfy my parents. Sure, I
want to do well in my classes, I
want to make the Dean's List, but
those are really just measurements of how well others thought
I did. If I get stuck with a bad
teacher, I can get a grade I know
I did not deserve. Or I can try my

hardest and do my best, but it is
just not good enough for Professor
Toughsmack. Just because on
that teacher's subjective scale i
did not score favorably doefe- hdt

make me

a lesser person.
trying to get a job, the
company is obviously not going to
discard my G.P.A., but they will

When

find other things of

much more

importance. If I have a 1.5 G.P.A.,
they are not going to hire me

my

Dad's company),
but a G.P.A. between 2.75 and 3.5
is relatively the same.
An exceptional student (i.e. 3.9
G.P.A.) is going to have his or her
grades noticed during an interview, but otherwise it is going to
be experience that gets the job
(unless

it

is

does seem like a waste
spending four years attending class and studying just to fill
in those four digits on your
resume.
done.

It

of time

important to have
some idea what you are doing once
you get the job, but on-the-job
experience is better than in-theclassroom schooling. Receiving
high grades is just a small factor
Granted,

it

is

of facing the real world.

Grades are a hassle that we all
must endure while in college. An
external measurement of

much we
ying,

internally

reading,

essays;

remember what we want

What knowledge will you take with you
when you leave the University?

all

it.

ilefeniled

Letters

thought by some people that
Patrick Kennedy had no right to

aEll

undergraduates

currently
enrolled, only 2.000 studen s
voted.

The concern

should not be

should-Ke be criticized for it The
real concern should be with the
4,000 students who did not even
vote in this year's election!
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"When I'm hungry, I eat. When
eyes,
I'm tired, I close my
may laugh at me, but wise
will

know what

I

fools

men

"An epistemology which admits
no perspective
knowledge."

Hawkes
Senior
English

^

'SEPTA

is

my enemy."

independent

Tricia Reilly

Shuckrow

Senior
Sociology

A.

mean.''

Brian

—

Senior
Philosophy

and

Grades are not an
important measurement of how
we are as people, they merely state
how well we can memorize.

am

endorse Michael O'Brien for oresidem. Patrick Kennedy,
else, is a student at Villanova
University. As a student, he his
the nght toopenly endorse whomever he chooses, just as any other
student may do. Out of the 6 OW

to

we

forget the rest.

Christopher C. Policino

writing in response to
Craig Lammlin's letter to the
editor in the March 31 edition of
the ViIlanovan ("Actions of 4he
SGA President Questioned"). It is

how

know. Stud-

1998
I

injustice

This should be no different.

of Alpha Phi Delta

Editor:

now

the end, fans will not discontinue
their love affair with the sport. All
relationships have rocky times.

same

we

it

as great as that committed by the
owners and players.
The sport of baseball has given
America over a century of good
times and reliable recreation. In

Thomas Englese, President

Kennedy endorsement

with Pat's involvement, no^

determining housing assignments.
buch criteria as the above may improve the current
lottery system.

Mr. Wisniew, we don't care if
you were attacking us or not. We
are one Greek community within
the Villanova community; therefore, we can take your uneducated
comments and continue to grow.
Remember, as Kathy Byrnes said

college, but, after

that, they are pointless. If you are
going into an interview to get a
job with a company, what are they
going to care if you knew that

Misconceptions plague Greeks

i7-

nCUOS fnUUMlCat/On

m certain cases.

the stadiums

Grades are not a true reflection

Plato

Editor:

be

setting ourselves up
heartaches. However, now is a
time for healing. Sports should
not divide, they should unify.

>^)^

To the

we would

for future

By Chiis Farrar

IZ' 'nhT'
H^"' '"ffund-raisers
i!"''«^""
philanthropy

in

who were

we cannot

feelings

have not subsided but to sit back
now and look for the upper hand
when a glimmer of hope has been
offered would be to prize a vin-

being corrupted by greed is legitimate, that hardly means that
we should allow the most stabilizing sport in American culture to
die because

Teams

ized

some students

parties,

These thoughts and

the first time since 1904.
Yes, the fans have been grievously wronged.
Nevertheless, it is disturbing to
hear the cries of vengeance issuing
forth from the lips of the alienated.
Talks of nation-wide boycotts will
not improve the game. Instead, it
will push the sport further into
the world of competing egos.
Julianne Malveaux writes in the
USA Today that "after the past
eight months, you couldn't give
me a ticket to a baseball game."
While her point about the game

women, AIDS

delphia would consider the Greeks' philanthropies
unorganized. More credit needs to be given to fraternities
and sororities such as Delta Gamma who raised almost
$6,400 in their annual philanthropy event.
This is by no means a "Go Greek" sermon. From time

to

fill

fans
baseball
"suckers." Indeed, she has a
point. Baseball fans are suckers
for the competition, the hard
work, the emotions and all the

veaux

the extreme."

for

counting on using the fans as
leverage, have realized that the
fans have simply become more
frustrated. Maybe the $700 million
in lost revenue has alerted the admits that, for her, the game of
baseball industry to the serious- baseball is subordinate to the
ness of the predicament.
professionals involved.
The fans are, indeed, justified
Last October, I wrote that "it
in their anger. The strike ended has taken greed and obstinate
the potentially record-shattering bullheadedness to sideline Amerseasons of Frank Thomas, Matt ica's greatest diversion." I comWilliams and Ken Griffey and Cal plained about the "overblown
Ripken's consecutive game streak arrogance" that had consumed
was put in serious jeopardy. the two parties who were content

This freshman tainted the integrity of all Greeks with

also

negotiations.

Maybe both

response to Wisniew's remarks.

We

fans should

^.

Tare Campltlello and Todd C. Leskanic
Associate Editors

April 7.

field,

"I
life

have found that the aim ot
is to live, and to live means

to be aware, joyously, drunkenly,
serenely, divinely aware."

Bob Merrell
Senior

Spanish
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Legalization
By MARC ANGELACCIO

—

society.

of

drug

legal-

assume that it would
making certain psychoacdrugs such as cocaine and

ization
involve
tive

heroin available the way alcohol
and tobacco are today; but most
supporters of legalization do not
think this way. Reformers widely
disagree as to which drugs should
be legalized and how they should
be legalized. Where drug-policy
reformers do agree is in their
criticism of the drug-prohibition
system that has evolved in the
United States
a system that is
costly, ineffective and counterproductive.
The United States spends over
$20 billion a year arresting, prosecuting and incarcerating drug-law
violators. This total does not
include the billions spent on
building and maintaining prisons

—

.

and expanding law enforcement

\

resources
state

—

the fastest-growing

money consumers in the late

•

"war on drugs"

a cause
of the cost increase in the "war
on crime."
The problem surrounding the
current drug policy is magnified
by the fact that the policy is
ineffective in deterring drug use
and drug-related crime. Even

making

her statements, however, Elders
brought to the surface what many
people have come to believe
that
the legalization of drugs could
prove beneficial to American

N

E

T

may be best ammunition in
that the

surgeon general of the United
States, suggested that drugs
should be legalized, she turned the
heads of drug-prohibition support-

Most opponents

M

people in prison are serving time
for drug-related offenses, one sees

When Jocelyn Elders, the former

ers across the country. In

April 7,

though crime

in

is

America has

decreased in past years, violent
crime perpetuated by young drug
dealers against one another,
police, witnesses and bystanders
has increased. Drug users also
commit a large share of violent
crime. Due to prohibition, drugs
are extremely scarce, in turn
raising their price. The user who
is physically addicted to a drug
but does not have the money to
purchase it, is "forced" to follow
illegal means to gather the cash
necessary to obtain the drug, only
adding to the violent crime found
on America's streets.
The current drug policy also
eats at the moral fabric of the

young

in our society. The tremendous economic and social

incentives generated by the

R

Y

the war on drugs

Campus

prohibition would also allow the
government to collect taxes form

adverse effects of drugs compared
to the eariy 1900's.

version of the substance or to

the sale of drugs. The revenues
generated from taxes would aid in
education and health care as well.
Considering that the value of

Another argument that suppresses the view of an American
high on legalized drugs comes
from the idea that decriminaliza-

more harmful drugs such as

drugs will be lower in view of an

tion does not translate into social-

increased supply, the legalization
of drugs may reduce violent crime.

The increased supply and lower

because drug behavdoes not mean
drujg-related conduct \vill become

price will reduce competition
between dealers as well as allow
more addicts in need of a "fix"
to purchase the drugs they want.
The biggest argument used by
prohibition supporters is that the

socially accepted. Social influences against drug behavior can be
as powerful as laws prohibiting
actions involving drugs.
Thus, the legalization of drugs
will solve many of the economic,

ity of

marijuana

the 1980's
raised the prices of marijuana,
forcing producers, distributors
in

and consumers

to switch either to
a less pure, but more dangerous,

cocaine. Also, prohibiting the sale
of drug paraphernalia, thus encou-

raging intravenous drug users to
share their equipment, has severely handicapped efforts to stem the
transmission of AIDS.
If the current drug policy produces economic, social and moral
problems, will legalization of
drugs eliminate the problems?

money

allocated in the
current system to the enforcement
of drug laws and the incarceration
of drug-criminals could be diverted
to education for prevention of
drug use. The money could also
be directed toward health care for
addicts who would be labeled sick
instead of criminal. Eliminating
First,

legalization of drugs will lead to
addicts. History may
rebuttal
to this arguthe
supply
ment. Before prohibition, in an era
when drugs were used as medications because physicians were
unaware of their negative effects,
th^re were less per capita drug
users than there are now. This
fact is astonishing when considering what is known now of the

more drug

Maybe.

THATCH

by

Activities

CATch

temptations so overwhelming
that even "good kids" cannot
resist them. The drug dealer
driving an $80,000 sports car and

UVWeiPWOPlMATTHeFlFT^

social

answered in

practice,

1990s. Prohibition supporters

Angeles.
Finally, the prohibition of drugs
has made drug use more dangerous. For example, the United

considering that 25 percent of the

States' reduction of the availabil-

Plank Road,

and what

excellent in theory
does not always appear the same

The Smokey

Monday:

However, when considering the current system, can
anything be any worse? I doubt
in reality.

&

Stairwell

Acoustic Act in the Nightcluh

Band

Tuesday:

Belle Air Nightclub
9p.m.-la.rrL

it.

Day
Wednesday:
Balloon

-mem^eufiNA

Karaoke in the Nightclub
Thursday:
Comedian in the Nightclub
Friday:
Picnic & Street Dance
Saturday:

NortiwTMerttee.
PO/KClHeAVVLIPTlHd(
FWwcN. Miami
/I

believe this pattern indicates a
general increase in all crime, not
just drug violations; but when

Team

Featuring:
Breech,

April 24-30

i>'IWUgLeN»ufoii

to Lx)s

Activities

the Fever!

may appear

^

carrying a wad of cash in his
pocket has become the hero of

Campus

Team

and moral problems plagu-

ing our society, right? Probably
not. Like every theory, there are
always questions that can only be

5P\TlS0MF^PUa

scmiuimm.

Activities

ior is legitimized

ille-

TWIT. DUR "ni5TE.-7t5'TlP,l$

Campus

Team

ization. Just

Jeff Shesol

gality of the drug market produces

young men from Bogota

A
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Earth

Day

Celebrity

Activities (sponsored

FREEH
Friday, April 7

Dowble Feature!!
The Lost Boys
at 6:30 p.m.

by VEG)

&

Sunday:
Softball & Ice Cream Giveaway

Interview With the Vampire
at 9 p.m.

Connelly Center

ATTENTION
.55 CO

-^

s I g
r(

i^i

"^^

ir;

a^
C
o
o
a
o

^

i

—

$3

Student Bands!!
If you

gAt
Campus

are interested in

CO

playing at

Earth Day

(sponsored by VEG)

The CAT members

week are
Allison Carrigan, a sophomore
Biology major from Harvard, MA,
Deena Brozek, a Freshman C&F
major from Cranford, NJ, and
Joanne Garbin, a Freshman Engineer-

on April 29,

'

I

Address:

I

^'

$4.50 first 20 words
Classifieds - $7.50 first 20 words
+ 35 cents each additional word
Personals

/

-

Drop off in 201 £>ougherty Hall by 3 p.m. Tuesday

a publication of the Public Relations Gommittee of the Campus Activities
Team. Join us at our meetings, Tuesdays 5:30 in 215 Dougherty Hall.
is

of the

major from Williams town, NJ.
Allison, Deena, and Joanne are being
recognized for their great work on the
moving message board and for their work
as Cinematic Arts Publicity Co-chairs.

Phone:
This

Team

MEMBER OF THE WEEK

Drop off a demo tape in
Dougherty 215
with your name and
phone # attached!

Name:

Activities

1
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GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL

HELP

^np^

Put your college
degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.

^^*^

Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become
commissioned Air Force officer

WANTED

a

with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
and
of vacation with pay per year
management opportunities. Learn
higher education
if you qualify for

CASHIERS AND EXPERIENCED COOKS.
NIGHT AND WEEKEND SHIFTS AVAILABLE
WALKING DISTANCE FROM CAMPUS.
APPLY IN PERSON.

in

the Air Force. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES

TOLL FREE
1.800-423-USAF

¥m

CAMPUS
CORNER

MICRO CENTER COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT STORE OPPORTUNITIES
CASHIERS & WAREHOUSE STAFF
PART TIME & FULL TIME

We are paying top $$$$. We need

top people!
Part Time Cashiers: Micro Center, the Computer
Department Store, is currently seeking bright, high energy
people to join us at our St. David's location. You should
be capable of handling fast-paced cashier duties while
maintaining the highest standards of customer service.
Full Time Warehouse Staff: Micro
Part Time
Center is currently seeking dependable people who will
be responsible for stocking merchandise, loading and
unloading trucks, and filling customer orders in a team
oriented, professional environment.
Offer: * $7.00 per hour * Paid Training * Store

&

We

Discounts

*

Flexible

Schedules

*

Advancement

Opportunities!

For immediate consideration, please apply
call (610)

in person, or

989-8400 for more information.

MICRO CENTER
550 E. Lancaster Ave., St. Davids,
Fax (610) 989-8422
EOE M/F/DA^
Pre-employment substance abuse serening

Pa.

19087

— Non smoking environment

Public Relations

Needs You
Wanted

.

,

.

four bright, enthusiastic

student writers for the

fall

term Spindoctor

Siunmer Sessions
VI

SIIOKI

I

Internship in Public Relations.
SESSION

Gain practical, hands-on experience writing
for

publications,

special projects

assist

in

coordinating

and report on University

events.

you feel the urge to let your creative juices
flow and get credit for it, please contact
If

the Internship Office at ext.

4661 for

information on candidate qualifications.

SeMion

I

DURATION

CLASSES
BEGIN

CLASSES

END

April 7,
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8

Dance Ensemble
Villanova Dance Ensemble presents
their Spring Showcase at The Haverford
School Centennial Theater Saturday, April
8, at 7:30 p.m. Shuttle service leaves
Hartley Circle at 7 p.m. The cost is $3 for
students, and $5 for adults.
t

April 1

24

April

will hold a

meeting

at

Balloon Day 1995 is quickly approaching
and we need your help! If you enjoyed being
an athlete escort for Special Olympics,
you'll love being a hugger! Each person
visiting campus for Balloon Day will need
a helper and friend for the day. As a hugger,
your job is to escort him or her to the
different booths and ensure that he or she
has a great time. If you think this sounds
like a great opportunity, please contact Jen
Donaldson at 526-2734, Stephanie Glendening at 519-2786, or Danielle Scharle at

12:45 p.m. in the Conference Room of the
department of Modern Languages to

discuss the activities for the remainder of
the semester. A French gourmet "end of
the year dinner" in a French restaurant
is part of our plans and we need your
collaboration to select time, place and
us!

Association
presents the fourth Villanova University
Town Meeting, with special guest the Rev.
Edmund J. Dobbin, O.S.A., University
president. Come out to have your questions
answered and your concerns addressed.

The Student Government

Speak out on anything concerning Villanova, no topic too great or too small. This
open forum will be held at 8 p.m. in the
Day Hop, Dougherty Hall. Refreshments
will

519-2637.

be served.

French Club
signed up for the Philadelphia Museum of
Art field trip Saturday, April 8, will be
picked up at 11:30 a.m. in the lower section
of the Connelly Center (near the cookie
stand). We are all excited to see this special
exhibit of the "Great French Paintings
from the Barnes Foundation!"

Villanotes
The Villanova Women's Glee Club (a.k.a.
"Villanotes") and the Villanova Singers
will be hosting their annual spring concert,
Saturday, April 8 at 8 p.m. in the St. Mary's
Chapel. Come out and support your peers
and get ready for a night of good music
and lots of fun.

April 8-1
Italian

import

"Everybody's Fine" (Stanno Tutti Bene),
directed by Giuseppe Tornatore, who also
helmed the award-winning Cinema
Paradiso, is the next feature in Villanova's
Spring '95 Cultural Film & Lecture Series,
"The Ties That Bind." The family drama,
starring Marcello Mastroianni, will have
four screenings in the University's
Connelly Center Cinema: Saturday, April
8 at 7 p.m.; Sunday, April 9 at 3:30 and
7 p.m.; and Monday, April 10 at 7 p.m.
Admission is $2.50 for students and $3.50
for all others.

Belle Air

Mexico Lecture
The Latin American Studies Program
presents a lecture, "Mexico: The Outlaw
State or How Washington and Wall Street
Fooled America," by R. Christopher Whalen. Whalen, a Villanova graduate (History,
1981), is chief financial officer of Legal
Research International, a Washingtonbased firm that advises and represents
investors in international markets. He also
publishes The Mexico Report, a fortnightly
review of political and financial developments in Mexico.

Pi Delta Phi
The French Honor

Society Pi Delta Phi
meeting
will hold a
at 12:45 p.m. in the
Conference Room of the department of
Modern Languages to discuss the activities
for the remainder of the semester. There
will also be elections for new officers since
our president, vice president and treasurer
will all be graduating next month.

Hall. All interested

associate editor, copy
editor, section editor, photography editor
and business manager positions please pick
editor-in-chief,

up application and return to 214 Dougherty
by Monday, April 24.

The Political Awareness League (PAL)
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Bryn Mawr Room of the Connelly Center.
All political parties and beliefs are welcome.
Come to the next meeting and get a great
free gift.

25

Freshman prize

USAir) is Amy Antani;
Second Prize is an Antrak ticket (courtesy
of Amtrak), to winner Alison Dettore; and
the Third Prize winner of a $25 American
Express gift cheque (courtesy of American
Express) is Jack Campbell.
ticket (courtesy of

Balloon Day

retreat

Winter is in the past and warm weather
has arrived. Come celebrate spring with
Balloon Day April 25! Don't miss out on
all the entertainment and great prizes.
Raffle tickets and T-shirts will be going
on sale. All proceeds will go to the House
of Grace, a hospitality house for the
homeless. Show your support and welcome
spring with Balloon Day!

Faculty and staff are invited to participate in a retreat on Holy Thursday, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Rosemont Spiritual
Center. Please call Barbara Haenn in
Campus Ministry at ex 4479 to register or
E-Mail at Haenn-B. We hope to make this
a day of quiet and prayer to begin the
Easter journey.

Islam lecture

April 1

A

lecture titled "Christian Peacemaker
and Delaware Valley: The View
from a Palestinian Village in Israel," will
be held Tuesday, April 25, from 7:30-9 p.m.
in Galilee

215 Tolentine Hall. Fr. Elias Chacour,
a Palestinian priest in Israel, will be the
speaker. The co-sponsors are the Center
for Arab and Islamic Studies, department
of Theology and Religious Studies and the
committee on the Middle East of the
Episcopal Diocese of Pennsylvania.
in

Scholarship
Alice Muthearn Scholarship has
been established to provide assistance to
children of Villanova alumni with demonstrated financial need. Applicants must be

who are maintaining a G.P.A. of 3.50 or better and
currently enrolled in a program leading to
a bachelor's degree.
An application for the Mulhearn Scholarship must be completed in addition to
the required institutional, state and
Federal forms to be filed by April 15, 1995.
Applications for the Mulhearn Scholarship
may be picked up in the Office of Financial
Assistance.
undergraduates

6 p.m.
m the Villanova Room of the Connelly
Center. Tickets are available for $35
per
person by calling the Villanova Ticket
Office at 519-4100.

April

20

DSA

week

one of our final
meetings of the year. We will be assembling
recycled notebooks to be distributed at our
table on Earth Day and could use a few,
extra sets of hands to help us out. So bring
extra colored paper, markers, rubber bands
and your creative self to the Center for
Peace and Justice Education in the basement of Sullivan Hall Thursday, April 20,
at 7 p.m. Old and new members are always
welcome.
Join

this

Tutor positions
Applications are now being accepted for
tutor positions in the academic advancement program for the 1995-96 academic
year. Tutors are needed in the areas of
mathematics, chemistry, physics, accounting, biology and language, including
English. AAP tutors are pajd and are
expected to attend a one-day training
retreat. Please see Pat Kobes in Room G6
Vasey Hall to pick up an application.

Senior Week &
Dinner Dance

for

Volunteer Mexico

your gifts would be greatly utilized. Strong
Spanish skills are needed. If interested,
please call Br.

Frank Kelly at 914-738-8640.'

him how his predecessor, Ken
Batchelor, had considered the
told

shuttle bus his most important

accomplishment, Kennedy later
found himself returning to this
anecdote time and again, continually reevaluating the nature of

own

contributions as

SGA

records. Greason said it "shows
see the organization
that people.

in people's minds...

we

haven't

when

of this year,

Sunshine Day
Volunteers are needed for Sunshine Day,
Project Sunshine's annual mini-carnival
for 150 underprivileged children, ages 3-

The day

games, rides and costumed
characters is scheduled for Saturday, April
8, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. If you would like
to help by spending time with a child,
running a game, or working behind the
scenes, sign up now in the Project Sunshine
Office, room 4, lower level Vasey. For
information, call 519-7829. It's a great day
for everyone involved!
of

current Arts

An

informal Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
support group is available for interested
students. For information call extension
86445.

lot

Senator Michael O'Brien and
running mate Stacey McArdle
will succeed him and Vice President David Greason. Greason, a
History major from New Jersey,
has served as vice president since

through co-sponsorship. He spent
time going door-to-door in dormitories at several times other than
during elections, while both he
and Kennedy made themselves
available for question and answer

the spring of last year.

sessions in residence halls.
"When we increase our visibility, we increase our effectiveness," said Kennedy, "unless
you're out there... they're not
going to respect you as being in
touch." Earlier SGA administrations "lacked a lot of the visibility
and exposure." Greason asserted
that "all students are welcome to

Both Kennedy and Greason
became involved in student government in response to the inadequacies they perceived in the SGA
administration of their freshman
year. Kennedy felt the SGA at that

time operated entirely "behind
closed doors." In fact, feeling
barred from the SGA, he spent his
freshman year as the Student
Programming Council (now the

Edwin Meese and Green
Peace founder Paul Watson to

ers as

campus. This experience "provoked me to do more, to make the

campus

life

better."

was going to stay
at Villanova, I needed to work for
change," said Greason. Kennedy
also admitted, "I became frustrat"I felt that

if I

ed to the point of thinking of
transferring to escape it all."
Greason cited such problem areas
as washers and dryers not worklimiting
ing, meal plan restrictions

the applicability of a student's
meal plan to only his/her own
dining hall, and the lack of mdimany
vidual telephone service
dorms requiring that entire halls
share public phones.

m

Gay support group

.

more powerful."
Greason described accusations
of an elitist SGA as "absolutely
ridiculous because we've cosponsored more events than anybody." He named the Basketball
Club and the Minority Student
League as two examples of the
breadth of SGA involvement
as a

done anything."
Kennedy, a General Arts major
originally from Illinois, but now
from Indiana, has served as SGA
president for two years, from
April of 1993 through re-election
in March of 1994 until April 27

coordinator, attracting such speak-

The Marist Volunteers are looking for
two senior men to volunteer (August, 95
to June, 96) to teach in one of their grammar
schools 15 miles outside of Mexico City.
One would teach English, the other would
work in their sports program. The school
serves in an extremely poor area where

enting 15 people's viewpoints to
representing 6,100 students," he
asserted
"The fact that 2,400 students
voted in this last election, I take
this as a tremendous compliment," said Greason. He pointed
out that 400 votes determined the
SGA president his freshman year,
while Batchelor's previous election involved the first time votes
exceeded 1,000; each of Kennedy's
elections had then set new

Campus Activities Team) lectures

9.

Misc.

term as Student Government
Association (SGA) president, Kate
Szumanski of The Villanovan
first

his

doors of his freshman

.

The Villanova Men's Basketball banquet
26, at

at the beginning of his

can get all the stinictural
changes we want," he explained,
"but unless we've made changes

Basketball banquet
Wednesday, April

Kennedy

"We

please call ext. 7319.

will be held

interviewing Patrick

president.

Volunteers are needed to help with this
year's Senior Dinner Dance April 22 and
Senior Week, May 14-21. Anyone interested
in helping^ with either of these events,

26

April

Staff Reporter

When

SGA

year as "slammed shut." He
sought to change that image
through the SGA bulletin board
in the mailroom, the SGA Review
in students' mailboxes, and Town
Meetings. "We went from repres-

By CHRISTINE MULLER

The following students are prize winners
of the freshman drawing that was held
March 3, 1995 in the University travel
office. The Grand Prize winner of a USAir

Holy Thursday

A look at what they will leave behind
the

drawing

April

DSA
Troubled by true/false, mystified by
multiple choice, exasperated by essay
exams? Dr. Reilly will offer an Exam Prep
and Test-Taking Workshop Monday, April
10, from 3:30-4:20 p.m. in the Counseling
Center, 106 Corr Hall. The workshop is
free and no signup is necessary.

room 214 Dougherty
in

The lecture will take place Monday,
April 10, at 3:30 p.m. in the Haverford
Room. All are invited.

Exam workshop

Yearbook

Applications for the 1996 Belle Air
Yearbook editorial staff are available in

full-time,

and Greason

PAL meetings

April 1

The

April 1

S

E

Kennedy

Muggers needed

Town Meeting

French gourmet
The French Club

R

U

T

tiSt'S^'tiSt'.Qrsii^Sj^si'.QrshiS^'tiSi'Brsiafs;

I

menu. So, come and join

The French Club members who have

A

E

Kennedy

identified facilities

inadequacies, program budgeting,
incon-

student apathy and policy
important
sistencies as other
member
issues. As a sophomore
Ken Batof then SGA President

our weekly meetings." These
Sunday meetings remain open to
the suggestions and complaints of
anyone willing to attend them,
something Kennedy pointed out
"has never been done before."
Other criticisms have suggested
the SGA's opposition to the Greek
system on campus. "I was very
hurt and very surprised,"
responded Greason. "We are by no
means anti-Greek," he added;
"We have a very good relationship
with Gary Bonas (director of
we
Leadership Development).
thought we had a very good
relationship with the IPC (Interfraternity Counsel) and Panhell."
Kennedy asserted, "never in the
past two years have I enacted in
any way any type of policy that
has hampered Greek life." However, he admitted that on a personal level, he felt Greek life to
.

President Pat Kennedy and Vice-president David Greason
laadarahip together.
chelor's cabinet, he began working
onfor the establishment of an
camps nightclub; the initial prop-

osal to convert

Dougherty Hall's

Pie Shoppe fell through, instead
resulting in that spring's opening
of the Corner Grille at that site.
Greason served as assistant

chair of the Elections Committee,

/

r

PHOTO BY SHARON QRIFt^lN
look toward tha and of thair SGA

hour
Austin and

On-Campus
before
Committee,
Concerns

efforts resulted in the 24

becoming an Arts Senator

St. Rita's,

as well as chair of the

in his

Once vice president,
he and Commerce and Finance
Senator Alan Kennedy began

junior year.

change the visitation
policy, something he "didn't

working

to

expect to get done." Yet their

visitation policies at

and next year at

St.

Mary's.
Despite criticisms to the contrary, both Greason and Kennedy
considered efforts to open the
doors of the SGA as a major focus
of their work. Kennedy described
,

.

be "possibly the biggest contradiction to

community

that this cam-

pus has ever seen." He continued,
"It's things such as the interGreek rivalries and the divisions
(Continued on page 18)
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By REGINA M. O'TOOLE

I

to

Features Editor

Born:
Feb. 28, 1952. in Bronx,

N«w

When

York.

O.S.A.,

Peter

Fr.

Donahue,

introduced as a priest,
some people he encounters guess
he teaches theology. To their
surprise, he tells them his specialty is in the theatre. Though this
may seem incompatible with the

1985; B.A.. 1974. Villanova (Jmver$ity; M.A„ 1^3, Catholic
University o^ America: M.Div,, Washington Theological Union;
Fh.D,. 1992, University of Illinms.

is

priesthood to some, Donahue
finds no difficulty in combining
his life as a priest and his career
as a professor of theatre.
"In terms of my spirituality, I
find theatre is really a way of

What is your favorite cereal?

enhancing spirituality," he said.
"I think there is a great deal of
possibilities within theatre in
using [it] to enhance and to
in^dicate to people and to challenge
people as to what their thought
process is and where they're
heading and what questions that
they need to ask themselves, and

Multi-grain Cheerios,

Do you drink Pepsi or Coke?
Diet Pepsi,

What

is

your favorite

TV show?
much time watching

don't really spend that

I

what some
life

television.

makes

it

much more

visual to people sometimes. I see
my lifestyle as an Augustinian
religious priest, my career is

What is your favorite hobby?

something very different. And the
two of them join together very

enjoy listening to music.

I

are. It

of the difficulties in

well."

As the chair

When you were
A

what did

yoii

department and as an Augustinian, Donahue said he is sometimes
asked whether a production is

waht

when you grew up?

be

to

little,

of the theatre

priest.

appropriate or not.

He feels people

sometimes view him as the "moral
gatekeeper," but he said this is not
If

you were an animal, what would you be?

his role.

"People need to be exposed to
different things and see different
things," he emphasized. "You
can't protect people from things
either and I don't see myself as
having to protect what people see
and what they don't see. People
need to make evaluations for
themselves."

guess rd choose a horse, but I like them, it*s
not because I'd like to be one. I find something
very majestic about horses.

I

What is your favorite book?
No favorites.

What
In my

Donahue's most recent onstage
part was Scapin in the play

station do you put on the radio?
car is BlOl, in my, office is the classical

Scapin,

the Villanova Theatre's
first production of this school
year. He said he joined the cast
reluctantly, but enjoyed it immensely after he became involved.
Remembering an earlier stage
experience, Donahue described an
uncomfortable but rather humorous situation that occurred when
his cast member did not show up
when he was expected.
"What probably was all of three

station.

What kind of student were you?
enjoyed being a student. There were times
was more serious about it than other times.
I

I

What is your most noted characteristic?
Probably my theatricalness. Some people might
call it

in life?
People.

What is your greatest fear?
Offending or hurting someone.
mm |
l
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'Conformity

is

the jailer of freedom and the

enemy

.

.

is

and beyond, however.
Donahue recognizes a difference

By MELISSA SALSO

for

"Why do I speak
Why do I sit here
Why do I even live?"

cess quota. I think students are
faced with a lot of concern about
will there be a job for them and
will there be a place where they
find themselves content and hap-

Throughout

we

different

start out on a very
level

than what was

for solutions.

.

"Why do

mean he

did not
have other worries on his mind.
"My twenties were all involved in
the formation, the seminary. So
I guess the hardest question to
answer at that time was did I
want to dedicate my life to being
an Augustinian. It was also the
'70s, there was a lot of uproar
going on, not only in the world,
but in the church. There were
some changes that were happening and why I entered the Augustinians and why I stayed was
turning into two different things.
I

was maturing and changing my

opinion and thinking on things."

if it

TEN

P

Augustine

we

are faced

Some

I

even live?"

The meaning of

we each

+

am

life

going to be able to figure it
out, I must be a fool. Yet I feel
it is an important venue to explore,
mainly because I find it especially
applicable to college age people.
Most of us came to Villanova
either having a set plan as to what
we would like to do for the rest
of our lives, or at the very least
some general direction. We viewed
I

These pressures for success,
however far from Donahue's coldid not

life

St.

dilemma
has been pondered endlessly by all
the great minds throughout history. To think that in 900 words
ask.

.

life,

sometliing I believe

we

already

questions are
easier than others, yet at one point
or another we will all encounter,
as St. Augustine did, those questions
which
may
seem
unanswerable.

expected of our parents. I think
the expectation is now you have
to start out with an $80,000 job.
and starting out with an apartment is kind of settling for something less, you have to have a
home... I think there's much
more of an expectation in that and
a concern and a worry that didn't
exist twenty years ago."

lege

is

know and are

carrying out right now.

with infinite questions for which
we work to find answers. Life is
essentially a continuous search

py. There's a higher expectation

that

meaning
their lives trying to figure

it

When

people try to figure out
life, or more
specifically a meaning for their
own life, I find that they often

the meaning of

Alpha Phi

so proud to congratulate our
sister Maura Hennessey ^s a new SGA Arts
Senator. Allison Pojanowski also deserves a
hearty Alpha Phi applause for being selected as
a Big East Academic Scholar as part of the track
team. Only the best for us A-Phis!
Good luck to sister Amy-Bridget Kennely as
she leads the rest of the cheerleacting squad to
Orlando this week for the national competition.
We also wish good luck to the following sisters
performing this Saturday in the Glee Club
concert: Tracey Galligher, Jen DeLucia, Becca
Braglio, Kristin Cicero, Sabina Roaldset, Colleen
Link, Kristin Miller and Kristin Althamer. We
know all the hard work will easily shine through!
A special thanks to Sig Pi for a fun Elbow
Room last weekend. We know to always expect
a great time when you're around! Good luck in

come up with responses like "To
be happy," or "To be wealthy,"
etc. Whatever it is, it is inevitable
that the sentence starts out with
the words to be. It is as if the
meaning of life will ultimately be
achieved at a later point and time,
but what we do right now is only
in preparation. We think of it like
the medal at the end of a race

which we spend our whole lives
running
only to be rewarded

—

when we cross the finish line.
The meaning to life is something I believe we already know
and are carrying out right now.
All of the great minds who spent

is

and

I think it is decent advice at
that: in order to figure out what
you want to do in life, take a step

back and look only at your life
right now. What do you do today
that you find fulfilling? What are
you good at? Chances are that
deep down, the things you enjoy
and the talents you have today
.

would like to congratulate our new
sisters who were initiated this past weekend.
All the Deltas would like to thank Marcy Micek
and Christine Keegan for their incredible jobs
Tridelt

brought this tiny person into the
world. And then I realized just

how much we all take for granted.
This tiny being had not yet set
any "direction" or "meaning" for
himself i. yet just being alive gave
his week-long existence all the

meaning

your
meaning

in the world.

trying to attach
Living in itself is,
ultimately, the true meaning of
life

to

New Member

Educators. Congratulations to
Stacy McArdle on being elected SGA vicepresident, and congratulations to Dana Mallardi
on being elected C&F Senator. Thanks to Laurie
Garawski for doing an awesome job with Greek
Week, and thanks to all the Tridelts who
as

So, don't take too much time out
of

is

Greek Week and watch Alpha Phis finish our
week of Complete Dominance!

remain pretty much confor the rest of your life.
Two weeks ago I got a chance
to see a newborn baby, which is
something I don't get to see very
often at college. As I touched its
little feet and hands, I could only
think of' the miracle which
will

.

it.

life.

participated!

GO CHI 0*S! You guys did awesome in Greek
Week! Congratulations to Katie Zanger and
Lauren Castellano for taking #1 in the pool
tournament. To everyone that worked on skit,
you did a great job. Keep up the good work Chi
O's. And a special thanks to all sisters and
pledges that participated all week long. We
couldn't have done so well without you!
Phi Sigma Kappa, thank you for a great T.G.
last Friday. We all had an awesome time!

O'Boyle has been named the
nightclub chairperson for CAT.
The sisters of Pi Beta Phi would like to
congratulate Kerry Delaney, Nancy Giordano,
Lisa Nicholas, Browyn Parry and Marietta
Waters for receiving Pi Phi scholarships.
Get psyched for Greek Week, Pi Phi's! Keep
Pi Phi Jen

up the great work

—

let's

make

not so great to die for a friend, as to find a friend worth dying for."

'Weather forecast for tonight: Dark."

— George Carlin

10.

No team

is

nV*nV*\

life

could be more

your perfect laugh.

like

a photograph, one

moment

captured as you laughed

."
.

.

- Ride
"My

advice to you

"You'd better

is

allowed to win more than one tournament a

year.
9.

Artisgone.

8.

The wlkteats

7.
6.

didn't shave their heads.
Final Four, 1^96: Bast Rutherford, NJ.

The planned

in flight

WXVU Top Ten
««,

movie "Hoosiers" was unfortunately

5*

^^ ^^^

1.

Srapg

6.

Seattle.

1
3. We would have tio reaeon to
phy next year
2.

Smokes

ts

a lot

him, Flounder, he's pre-med."

— Animal House

Creep

Records

Compilation

^ ^^P to
g«»«V.wasonsomeottedse's...
S?®L^tl^^

closer than Seattle.

Number One reason why Villanova did not win
Mr*^/^
NCAA Chaiii{»<mship:

to start drinking heavily."

listen to

three in a

,V»A'

replaced with "luhtar."

wish

it

row!

Straight from the Home Office in 201 Dougherty are the Top
ten reasons why Villanova did not win the NCAA Champion&hjpr

— Homer

"I

V

out

because you know inside
what you want to do but your
trouble lies in how to go about
doing it. But I have some advice,

stant.

v»y !!•/

GREEK BRIEFS

missed the whole point. What we
do every day, on an every day
basis is what gives our life meaning. Living life gives it meaning.
Every action that we do, every
minute of every day has meaning.
And if we truly follow our hearts,
then we can know that what we
do is the right thing for us.
If you are having trouble finding

This

The meaning of life

Features Editor

between his years in college and
now. "I think there's a lot more
emphasis today in terms of suc-

Donahue is one of four children. He has a brother and two
sisters. What made him decide to enter the seminary? "That's a

O'

me

S

E
v»/

direction, that is a different story.

life

Nosey Notes

W

to prepare
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of growth."

-JFK
'The difficulty

around campus and recognize

personally neglected
to think about was that
while I
was at college I would already be
hvmg the rest of my life, and what
I

This smaller community does
not ease the pressures of college

Donahue has been involved

years in D.C. and was invited to
this area to be the vocation director for the Augustinian provence.
After instructing theatre at Villanova for three years, he left in
1988 to get his Ph.D. in theatre
from the University of Illinois. He
returned to Villanova three years
ago to teach theatre again.
"I enjoy teaching it," Donahue
said, "Because a lot of undergraduate courses I teach are all introductory classes and I have a lot
of students who have never had
any exposure or experience in the
theatre, so it's fun to kind of turn
them on to what theatre can offer
and how performance can help
them. I think everybody has a
creative side to them and we need
to tap into more of the creative
side, use that part of the brain that
we have. Often times we get very
analytical and very black and
white and I think that theatre
offers us a possibility of a lot of

was supposed
that?

But what

faces," he said. "There's a sense
of community here."

satisfied."

with Villanova theatre for six
years and has been interested in
acting, he said, ever since he can
remember. Prior to becoming an
instructor and production manager in the theatre department,
Donahue attended Villanova as an
undergraduate. After graduating
with a degree in communications,
he spent time studying theology
in Washington, D.C. He taught
high school English for three

true

college as the place that
would
prepare us for the rest of our lives.

After attending the University
of Illinois, a school with approximately 40,000 students, Donahue
sees the advantages to Villanova's
small student body. "I like the
sense of being able to walk across
the campus or being able to walk

were that I really hated it, I'd get out of it. But there's always
those questions, and I think doubts are good, I think it reemphasizes
what you are, it makes you look at it, it makes you not become
complacent with it, and to constantly evaluate it and grow with
it and strengthen it. I think there's always, at times, in one's journey,
there's always the doubts, the questions, the what if's.

an eternity

H *» HH *«« M « MH

Pssst.

Currently, as director, Donahue
is trying to avoid any possible
mishaps, such as the one he
experienced, in the Villanova
Theatre's production of Candide,
being performed until April 9.
"I think the cast threw themselves into it and enjoyed doing
it and exploring different things
of it," he said. "Because of the
structure of it and the movement,
and the number of different places
and characters that were included
in it, it was difficult to coordinate
at times. But with the help of a
lot
of people, I was quite

space somehow! And I don't play
the guitar, which was even funnier. So I just was kind of strumming it and people in the audience
started chuckling because it was
obvious I didn't even know what

like

Life's

and colorings
that we don't always have."
different shadings

it."

singing the song and it had
nothing to do with the play, but,
I thought, I had to cover some

minutes seemed

What are the most important things to you

A

hard question, " he said. "I think I was attracted to the idea of
being a priest at the time. I was very interested in being a teacher.
I never had any influence with the Augustinians, I basically just
found out about litem from other people and came to Villanova
and kind of liked what I saw! It was m^re of testing the ground
than anything else. " Did he ever have any doubts? "One always
has doubts. Still today, there are always doubts. There are good
days and there are bad days; the good days continue to outweigh
the bad days, " he said. "I'm very satisfied with what I do, I like
what I am, I like being what I am, it's not that I doubt. I mean

out there because I was trying to
find business to do," he recalled.
"And there was this guitar sitting
on the stage and I just picked it
up and started playing it and

flamboyance.

do with

A
Whafs In Your Head?
E

S

E

Peter Donohue, O.S

Fr.

|
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'Novans target issues
of racism on campus
thought provoking responses

By KERRY McDUFFIE
Hey Villanova. .. What Does
Racism Mean to You?
During the first week of the
spring semester, Villanovans
came face to face with the issue
of racism. Banners hung in several
locations on campus posed the
question of the meaning of racism
and provided a forum for open
response. Sponsored by the Campus Climate Committee, a subdi-

many

different
approaches in answering the
question of the meaning of racism.

which

Staff Reporter

Many

took

people chose to respond

straightforward

by

defining

racism in their own terms. Some
examples are: "Racism is lack of
information about another race,"

is pride

followed in the bookstore because
your race," and "being the only
black person in class and having
your class generalize about your
race of people." Quotes were taken
from movies, famous speeches
and lyrics, and some responses
were.ieven written in foreign

at

communication, thought would be
stimulated in people who wouldn't
otherwise take the time to reflect
on the issue.

the expense of

and

The committee was pleased
with the abundance of genuine,

Committee

others.

is

Schools such as the Naval Academy, Texas A&M, and Penn State
participated in the meet. The
Whiskey Company has not lost a
drill meet within the last four

responses

years.

The drill meet was divided

pride at the expense

of others," "Racism is when
people forget that we are more
alike than different," and "Racism

Villanova," etc. Others gave
personal accounts of experiences
is

the

collating

responses it received and analyzing the data. The information
gathered by the committee wil
then be used to target issues of
concern about racism which will
be addressed in upcoming events
tailored to the needs and concerns
of the members of our community.

"You don't have to be brilliant to be an Intellectual, you
Pat Kennedy
to be an active challenger of Ignorance."

—

Jutt

'

life.

Duo

.^SPT

.#S?&J*

(Continued from page 15)

between Greek and non-Greek
that are the most anti-communal

MORESCHOOt

aspects of campus life." He added,
"They don't see that the divisions
the organizations cause within
the campus community really
,^^fir

J

"As in
all types of government, the
incumbent may endorse somebody
whose looking to be that incumbent's successor," he explained.
"The student body was about to
make a political decision and so
I did whatever I felt was necessary
politicization of his office.

JSK*'

We can't tell you what
direction to take, but

break down our whole communal
sense of unity on campus."
Other recent criticisms of
Kennedy centered on his endorsement through the student mail of
SGA candidates Michael O'Brien
and Stacey McArdle, which many
felt represented an abuse and

we can

ensure they didn't make that
decision based on a lack of
to

sure help

you get

there.

information."
Also, some have questioned
whether the SGA's relatively
close relationship with the administration has taken away from its
relationship with the students.
Yet both Greason and Kennedy
agreed that a more cooperative
relationship with the administration has enabled them to accomplish much more than an antagonistic situation would have
allowed. "We act as a liason,
breaking down the communication gaps that sometimes exist,"

explained Kennedy. The SGA
provides an opportunity for the
presentation of students' interests
to the administration, which may
not otherwise be exposed to the
students' views, while the SGA
can inform students on the positions of the administration.

"We're closer to the administration than ever before, and we're
better off because of it," said
Kennedy.

Kennedy

Whichever

direction

you decide

to

MOO Cash

we can

when you buy

or lease a

new

1994, 1995
or
Mercury
Ford
car, minivan or
or 1996
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or

M.uk

help you get there in style,
a SpccKil
Mercury.
or
Ford
new
brand
with a
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
call 1-800-321-1536 for details.
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.P.Rr*
take,

APR

LINCOLN

t

FORD
Custonw OjXton
•Soecial Annual Percwrtag* Rata altemativa not available on taaaaa.
must porch«eor
Of be enrolled in graduate sctKWl, between 1/1/93 and ft'SO/BS. >bu

Mercury

®

Red Carpet Option Plan. **To be attgible. you must gn&itt» wttti a bacttelor^ degree
your new vehide between 10/1/94 and 9/3(V96. Some vehide eigibWty raatilctlons ^)ply.

or

credited the positive
relationship with the administration for the SGA's ability to
accomplish as much as it has,
including the new ticket plan for
athletic events, the night club,

Midnight Madness, greatly
expanded shuttle bus service,
computer upgrading, recycling,
intramural program improvements, increased library hours
and visitation changes. Greason
(Continued on page 19)

MMMI

Meet, Villanova competed in a
Military Excellence Competition,
which tests the physical readiness
and aptitude of midshipmen and
cadets. Competing against nine
other schools, Villanova secured
first place in the 4x4 relay, the
Distance Medley Relay, the 4x100
swim and the Seal PFT. Senior
Jason Phillips won the Seal Physical Fitness Test, a composite
event including pull-ups, two

great to he a

mile run.
Villanova's Pistol and Rifle
team rounded out the overall
superior performance of Villanova
by capturing first place in both the

Whiskey Company's winning
tradition began when the team
was created in 1949. If you have
not yet seen the team's trick
performance, find your way to
Mendel Field on April 25. At 3

The team

will

perform for

the annual Spring Review.
In conjunction with the Drill

pistol and rifle competitions.
Individually, junior Lucas Kadar

placed second in pistol and senior
Phil Eastman won second in rifle.
After the competition, MIDN 1/

C Eastman commented, 'The
competition was exciting, but I
especially liked the smell of gunof recoil."

powder and the kick

S

E

«0 KNOWS, WHO CARES

In order to

make

COLLEGE

life

more comfortable

I

.

.

.

of the 14-ineal plan..,

ONCE again.

thank you for your understanding.

, ,

Thank You

.

SOME

dependencies of niiUions.
anyone cau|^t in
sort of
"bunny" suit.. WItX be subject to a FULL body^AVITY^
search.
the R<^strar's O0ice has released a statement for those
of you who did not
tluj classes you needed.
"TOUGH
##$%*'. let's hope the Blue Key TOURGUIDES show the
prospective students the
progress our "young
Picassos** have
on the St. Mary's tunnel
"HEY, we
work hard*\
yeah, but you COULD
chipped a hole
to CHINA by now.
seems the only event MISSING from Greek
Wedk competition is the FLAPJACK eatin' contest. think the
Pikes would FIND a reason to take their shirts OFF for this?.
at I^AST it would get the Kappas to show up for something.
.

,

.

.

.

GET

.

.

WONDERFUL

MADE

.

.

"general consciousness-raising
our office." He emphasized the importance of individuals
challenging other individuals to
promote change and awareness.

"You don't have to be brilliant to
be an intellectual," he asserted,
"You just have to be an active
challenger of ignorance."

After

graduation,

Greason

intends to get his PhD in History,
then teach at the collie level until
he has attracted enough corporate
sponsorship to fund a private
boarding school for AfricanAmerican five to 18-year-olds.
Kennedy also expressed a desire
to teach, although he will be
working for the Atlanta Olympics
through Transporation Coordination from June of this year until
the Olympics end next year.

When

Why:

Starts at

.

.

.

.

streets of

.

mt fWAL segment

ANYONE

who
dedicated to
fiflds k necessary to have their umbrella open at the first sign
oi any rain.
look, it*s
not ACID, it
hurt
aw. to
you.
who knows, who cares.
with it.
,

.

this

is

WONT

WATER,

.

HELL

.

week

.

.

(Edited by tUHt Cadbuty Creme Eggs who think that there i$ some
of twisted, $at£tmc message behind buc, hue, buc, bu(\ bur,

mi

b$4c^

buc^ hue, buc-ahkhh)

1995 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

and wanders through the
Radnor

Benefits Children's Hospital of Philadelphia

Price: $10.00
*Please R.S.V.P. 519-6000
Trophies for the children's event
Also,

Then

Dial:

86471

.

.

VU

asked about a possible

future in politics, Kennedy
responded he would enter the
election arena "if it takes getting
involved to solve the world's
problems... then I will go that
path."

Whora/*"«'«•

.

HAVE

.

first

efforts of

.

.

''^Annual Tour deRad"^^
When: Sunday, April 23,

^n6
.

ideology and my political beliefs,"
he suggested; "I am not the typical
Villanova student." He felt that

the first president ever to serve
two terms, proudly pointed to the

.

ktttniim Students: There

—

elected

.

for

—

sophomore
president since 1986 and

.

CHOOSING Villanova Univeris NO EASTER BUNN Yl.
he is a FICTIONAL creature responsible for the CHOCOLATE
sity.

.

Yet Greason found significant
challenges, as well. He has
received death threats over the
phone
such as "If you apply
for commencement speaker you
will be shot"
so that he has
had to change his phone number,
while experiencing other forms of
harassment such as vandalism. "I
think it came from my religious

Kennedy, the

.

.

(Continued from page 18)
pointed to other contributions,
such as the expanded meal plan
and points options, the Africana
Studies Program, the Minority
Student League, increased budgeting for multicultural organizations and co-sponsorship of Unity
'95, the second annual Student
Rights and Cultural Diversity
Rally. "A lot of the changes I've
seen I never expected," admitted
Greason.

perhaps such differences incurred
the dislike of some students, but
he considered the successes he
enjoyed at Villanova far outweighed the negative aspects.

for the

INCOMING freshmen next year.., those of you with the
LOTTERY numbers 200 and higher. WILL be set up in
PLUSH accommodations on cots in St. Mary's GYM, due
to any INCONVENIENCE you may encounter.
students will
be ENttTLED to a 20 meal plan for the BARGAIN PRICE

minute sit-up and pushup drills,
a 500 yard swim and a mile and
a half run in fatigues. Junior Bill
Swick placed second in the five

lilce

all

p.m..

R

Kennedy/
Greason

leaves
*;„X

senior.

Whiskey Company

4) Trick.

only beaten by
numbers," said drill team commander Adrian Otterman. "We
only have an eight person trick
routine, it's tough to compete with
a 40 person routine."
But compete they did, and the

Pat Kennedy, Vlllanova's first SGA president ever to serve two
terms, worked hard to challenge Ignorance at all levels of University

guys; on days

and

"We were

have

I'm so proud of these

four sections: 1) Inspections,
2) Platoon Basic, 3) Squad Basic,
but
the trick section, for which they
earned the third place trophy.
However, they easily captured the
overall trophy.

Campus Climate

is

into

William Delorenzo, the company
commander, stated, "I'm so proud
of these guys; on days like this
it's great to be a senior."

this it's

earned first place honors in

religious affiliation.

Currently, the

"Racism

dominate its opponents on
Saturday by winning the Villanova Invitational Drill Meet.

Themes recurring
the

team, continued

to

Martin Luther King Jr. Day and
Prop 187, as well as the relationship between racism and political

among students,

faculty and staff
concerning their thoughts and
feelings on racism. The hope was
that by using this medium of

sity's silent drill

included affirmative action, (both
pro and con), reverse racism,

vision of the Cultural Diversity

Committee, the banners were an
attempt to promote a dialogue

Whiskey Company, the Univer-

of

throughout

crowd loved what they saw.
After the awards ceremony,

Staff Reporter

.

U

T

team dominates

By MICHAEL MURRAY

with racism both on and off
campus. For example, ".
being

languages.

Racism

Drill
.

A

E

cash prizes

adult's division.

a

raffle

to

winner

There

will

with registration.

in

also be

.j^ J^ttmlli'i''

I

I
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Crowes bluesy romp

>
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By JONATHAN KLICK
Assistant

News Editor

Crowes played the
The Black
of two sold-out
shows

first

at

the Tower Theater on March 31.
After a lively 45-minute set of
Cajun-flavored blues by the Dirty

Villanova wins

Doxen Brass Band from New
Orleans, the Crowes opened with
the morose "Cursed Diamond"

son asked that everyone respect
thosearound them, saying, "What
we re trying to do is have a
mutual, unselfish arrangement."
1 his stands
stark contrast to
the incoherent, belligerent Robinson fans saw during the Shake
Your Moneymaker tour with ZZ
lop, a tour from which the
Crowes were eventually removed.

m

from their latest album Amorica.
If the slow start made one question
whether one was actually at the
usually much harder Crowes

National Qiampionsiiip

TKa
i%A^Bfli&« mM Mk^
inODmniiyOIIlW
ClVlMf^A
vii#ww9 mil^ift
ffiiM9i«r

concert, the ubiquitous smell of

wafting herb made

it

COIYI0S from H$

very clear,

, ^

and the music did pick up from

$lli|i^p€Ki dOIWfli

there.
'

The band

mony and Musical Companion,
and the amazing version of
"Twice As Hard" proved that it
remains the best song the group
has released to date. This concert

was like all other Crowes concerts
attracted an audience
kinds of people
punks,
hippies, metal heads, southern
rockers and anyone else you can
imagine. Lead singer Chris Robinit

—

full of all

t

i»

*M^

rai^ J»f1^fiClly«

from The Southern Har-

Illness"

in that

m^tm^-

tore through "Hotel

Never having been a slave to the
40, the Crowes used more
little known songs than they did
hits. They rocked with "Sometimes Salvation," "Jealous Again"
and "Stare It Cold" and did a 15
minute "Thorn in My Pride" that
was filled with some of the best
blues music this side of the '90s.

Top

for the new stuff, "P. 25
London," "Descending" and "She
Gave Good Sunflower" showed
the incredible range of this group's
talents. To show their roots, they
did the blues staple "Chevrolet"
and B.B. King's "Woke Up This
Morning" with enough soul to

As

belie their youth.

Finishing up the set, they
brought the Dirty Dozen back on
stage for a Dixified version of
"Hard to Handle" that put the
album track to shame, and they
brought the house down with
their pounding "No Speak No
Slave." But they saved the best
^^^ the encore. The stirring final
piano chords of "Ballad in Urgency" lerd perfectly into "Wiser
Time." The final encore of
"Remedy" left no one in the
theater unsatisfied.
The beauty of the Crowes'
music comes from its stripped
down, raw simplicity. They are
rock and roll. The simple staging

which has become standard on
each of their three U.S. tours
perfectly complements the music,

for these

particularly in a majestic building
like the Tower. All that is needed

simple lighting displays for the

Farley shines oulside of
By LINDSAY

guys to entertain is their
trademark Persian rugs and some

SNL spotlight

MANN

real world and find not only a good
job but happiness and success as
well. Obviously, this film does not

Staff Reporter

Fans of "Saturday Night Live"

conVey an accurate picture of

have something to

finally

him

dealing with harsh critics and
poor reviews, the show now at
least has something funny related
to it. The new film "Tommy Boy,"
starring "Saturday Night Live"
regulars Chris Farley and David

**Tomfny Boy*

POSS0$S0S ItHlt
giddy hymw
^Sahiiday Night

Spade and produced by "Saturday
Night Live" producer Lome
Michaels,

surprisingly quite

is

humorous and entertaining,
unlike any "Saturday Night Live"
skit aired this past season.
"Tommy Boy" is not going to
be an award winning film, yet it
possesses that stupid, giddy

Uve"*

father's

bum ii$

comforting to college students to
view a film that shows an unsuccessful student venture into the

Here

his college degree. Spade unwillingly has to show Farley the ropes

$IIOC0SSOII.

when he
his

Staff Reporter

Yo,

check

out.

it

Coach K College Basketball

featuring 32 top current college

teams

(including yours

took time out this

week

to let

I everyone know that the Source
magazine is officially the trashiest
magazine since Butt Cake. It is
the worst global coverage of an art
form that has ever existed. Just
check the cover of the new issue.
the Dogg Pound??? The magazine
staff obviously has absolutely no
clue as to what real hip hop is,
and they claim to be the magazine
of hip hop music, culture and
politics. It is more like the mag-

if

you're reading this ad). In-depth stats. Player ratings. Mid-air passes. Alley-oops. Blocked dunks. 53 offensive plays.
14 defensive sets. Chanting crowds. And nnore. All presented in real TV style. Any questions? Didn't think so.

Nuff respect

SPORTa
the

game

(oacti K (olleqe Basketball for

Available at these retail outlets: Babbaqes

Best Buy

Electronics Boutique

Seqa Genesis"

Kay Bee Toys

•

Software Etc.

Tarqet

•

Toys R Us

•

formerly

Walmart

azine of rap songs, trendy adver-

and gimmicks!
I have always known the magazine was whack, but the May
issue was the last straw. A one
page article on Malta Ase, one
page on Mobb Deep but a three
page article on George Foreman?
What does he have to do with hip
tisers

COLLTOUIt
uct»«:o
'

monirr

Coach K College
Electronic Arts
.

.

,

Basketball.

The

-

trademarks of Sega

it

This

official

seal

is

your assurance

EA SPORTS, the EA SPORTS

logo.

Licensed Collegiate Product logo
c
.
.J
All
u.
J
All nghts reserved
Enterpnses

Officially

1

Ltd

is

4 WAY PLAY, the 4 WAY PLAY Logo, and "If its in the game" are trademari<s. and Electronic Arts is a registered
trademark of Electronic Arts
1995
a tradeniark of the Collegiate Licensing Company School names, logos, and nnascots are the orooeriv "'
ra^,^^t^^ universities
„
o
n.
j ^
"'Bir respeciive
" K "K='<y of thmr
Sega
"^ and Genesis are

that this product nneets the highest quality standards of

Sega.™ Buy games and accessories with

this seal to

be sure

that they are

compatible with the

Sega~ Genesis™ svstem

Hfe

hop?

To

top everything

off,

there

an eight, count them eight, page
biography of everyone on Death
Row, including Rage, The Dogg
is

Mayiisii0vras
th# hist sliaw.
already! Still, only one page on
all

is

that so

many

Playbill

know what

I

THE MAGAZINE OE HIP-HOP MUSIC. CULTURE B POLITICS

to Serch, Bobbito,

Maberles, the man
known as Smooth Z, and

Ralph Furlee.

Malta Ase? The worst part of

very well together, and with costars such as Bo Dereck and Rob
Lowe the cast is complete. If only
Farley and Spade could bring
comedy like this back to "Saturday Night Live," then fans would
have a lot more to cheer about.

B-iLL, Phil

whaoiCpbiitth#

it

people get

brainwashed by all the hoopla in
the magazine, and they let the
Source control their opinions on
who is good or bad. Please, to
anyone concerned with keeping
real hip hop alive, read between
the lines, and do not judge an
album until you have actually
heard it. No matter how many
mics it gets, one or five, make your
own judgements. This goes far
beyond the Source alone. There

baby-

These two characters work
Farley stars as "Tommy Boy,"
a rather dim-witted, immature
student who finally graduates
after seven years of college and
returns home to his father and the
family business. Farley's character is similar to those he has

mean?

.

It's in

is

are other magazines flt for bird
cages, and commercial radio does
not help the cause too much, but
as long as people make their own
unbiased opinions, it can be all

cardboard, you

imomi this
lYicigKaaiiw wdt

returns home. Basically,

new assignment

sitting.

Hop Theatre

Pound and Suge Knight? As if we
do not know enough about them

By JOE LOPEZ

a

Hip

it is:

company while Farley

has been taking his time earning

humor "Saturday Night Live"
built its earlier success on. The
film consists of hilarious oneliners and physical comedy structured around a simple, yet heartwarming plot. Plus, it is quite

portrayed on "Saturday Night
Live" only funnier. Farley is one
of those loud mouthed comics who
attempts to steal every scene.
Fortunately, Spade is there with
to keep both Farley and his
screen character in line.
Spade's character in the film is
also similar to his roles on "Saturday Night Live." His dry, sarcastic sense of humor is a perfect
contrast to Farley's stupid antics.
Spade plays an old friend of
Farley's who has been moving up
the corporate ladder of Farley's

reality.

cheer about. After a long year of

r Well, that actually depends on
how good yourjump shot is

sake of those who indulged during
the concert. The hyperkinetic
Robinson takes care of the rest.

.

One

.

L.

ItaNisthotso
rminy p#opl# get
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greatness on the

Sponge is

By

DAN QUINTILIANO

buried by the sound of a world of

human wreckage."

Staff Reporter

From

the working-class section

comes Sponge,
emotional and

of Detroit

bringing their

Sponge's music lulls its listeners by beginning with slow, melodic verses and then surprises them
with violent, climactic guitar riffs

explosive style of music. Intense,
grinding guitar accompanies the
lead singer's vocals, as bassist

new

band. Pinata's lyrics
convey a clear message of disgust
with the world, and the album
poses a threat to other bands
whose lyrics have no selffor a

oNiH#iig#to
liSKinHifi lO

took inside
ttl€NFIIS#IV#$ Cifid

their single that is receiving
respectable airplay, illustrates an
us-versus-the-world attitude,
"Plow me under the ground/ that
covers the message that is the
seed/ say a prayer for me/ I'm

^^

God help me rot/ 1 don't look quite
the same/ grab my beating heart/

believe.
and a thundering bass. "Neenah
Menasha," along with the title
track, are good examples of these
wake-up calls with which Sponge
hits listeners.

resort.

five children

Staff Reporter

Fine," the

£#upcoming

feature film in
Villanova's Spring '95 Cultural
Film and Lecture Series, is a

sentimental drama concerning
the powerful illusions children
create for their parents' benefit.

i

common theme, discussed in

numerous

books and plays,
takes on a different twist thanks
to Italian writer/director Giuseppe Tornatore's (creator of the
extremely successful "Cinema
Paradiso") unique depiction. He
skillfully leads the viewer on a
mesmerizing and extraordinary
journey through modern day Italy
films,

in this clash of reality

and

Fellini-

esque fantasy.
As the film begins, Matteo
Scuro, played by Marcello Mastroianni

in

Coke bottle-lensed

glasses, lovingly arranges a family

reunion at a picturesque beach

L

.i

T

pay each
of them a surprise visit. Although
intellectually he realizes they are
grown-up with families of their
own, he continues to visualize
them as young children, adding to
the idealistic nature of his odysto

As the children struggle to
maintain the masquerade that
sey.

perfectly happy,
certain disturbing truths become
painfully obvious. Matteo chooses
not to face these alarming facts
about both himself and his children; instead, he continues to view
them through rose-colored

they are

all

glasses.

Although the film's subject is
a serious one, Tornatore "injects
the story with a high-spirited
liveliness which leaves the viewer
invigorated and entranced, an
impressive achievement that also
gave his nrevious film 'Cinema

R

E

it

893-5252
April 7-8

Matisse:
Great French Paintings for the

The Curtis Opera Theatre

Barnes Foundation" exhibit
April 7-July 23

(Italian
Arias)
April 12

to

1933" exhibit
April 7-May 28
"Himalayan Paintings for Buddhist Meditation: Visualization
of Passion and Enlightenment"
exhibit
April 7-August 13

"The House

of Art:

Drawings

and Prints by Patients at the
Austrian State Psychiatric
Institute" exhibit
April 7

performs "The Letter"

Opera Scenes and

The Symphony Orchestra

Battles within the self are sorrow^

explained in "Drownin',"
"I'm blinded/ how long will I be
down here/ I'm out of air/ 1 cannot
breathe/ I'm drownin'." Surprisingly, their music ties coherently
with words to produce powerful
ideas about life. The lead singer's
vocals are embellished with anger,
but he shows a more controlled,
singing voice in tracks such as

course they know the words, but
does anyone really know who
sings them? Taken from the
appropriately titled song "Buddy
Holly," off their eponymously
titled debut album, the band is
none other than L.A. based Weezer. No, it is not an allergic reaction
to a really furry cat.
Weezer, which consists of Brian
Bell (guitar

Cuomo

forms works by Lutoslawski,
Szymanowski and Shostakovich

(215)204-7476
April 7-8

"The Hostage" play
April 7
"John Cage: Words and Music"
concert
April 9

"Ambroise Vollard and Dr.

Temple University's Concert

Albert Barnes: The Creation of
the World's Largest Cezanne
Collection" lecture

Choir

'A

April 7-9

Third Annual "Celebration of
the Arts"

fully varied.

7-May 21
"The Brandywine Legacy: Photographs by Anthony Edgeworth exhibit

To check out this up and coming
live, catch them when they
open for The Cult on April 11 at
The Tower.
band

(215) 963-0249
April 7-9

"Road" play

Olid too iiran^

opposite.

Heralded by listeners and radio
stations across the country as pop

Although each

—

little

music deserves more of a compliment than implied by this one
meager adjective. "None of the
songs are pefect, but I think you
can hear that we're trying hard

Melon

Italian,

with English subtitles.

The Monday evening

screening

be introduced by Richard
Juliani, who has taught in both
the U.S. and in Italy. Dr. Juliani
is a specialist in Italian and
Italian-American studies. His
will

V

THE PAINTED BRIDE
925-9914
April 7
Joy Unlimited Mass Choir
April 7-June 24
"Digital Vision, Digital Voice"
exhibit
April 8
film

PHILADELPHIA
CHAMBER MUSIC
SOCIETY
(215)569-8587
April 7
Virtuoso violinist Gil Shaham
and pianist Akira Eguchi per-

by Prokofiev, Bee-

form works
thoven, Dvorak and Gershwin

E

CONTEMPORARY ART
(215) 898-7108
April 7-April 16

and Denial,"

519-4750 on weekdays
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

ART

"Two

of

American

Art" exhibit
"Eakins and the Photograph »»
exhibit
April 8

THE PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA

"The Furness Jungle" family
workshop

(215)893-1939
April 7-April 8
Ticheli

Museum

at the

and

Ravel

April 9

Sunday Morning Jazz Brunch
with the Doug Jasik Trio
Gallery Talk/Architectural

Tour

THE HISTORICAL
SOCIETY OF
PENNSYLVANIA

April 12

Mildred Lefkoe Memorial Lecture by

Herman Myers

exhibit

MOVEMENT THEATRE
INTERNATIONAL

His Toy

382-0600

VILLANOVA THEATER

April 7-9

519-7474

"Letters to a Student Revolutionary" play

April 7-9

ROSEMONT COLLEGE
526-2%7
April 7-April 18

work

BFA/BA majors display

PHILADELPHIA ALL

ARDEN THEATRE
COMPANY
(215)829-8900

Bowers (bass and
Reams (drums and
vocals,) Jimbo Chapman (guitar
and vocals) and Doug Jones (vocals
and guitar). Their sound has been
compared by some to the likes of

893-1999
April 11

Itzhak Perlman violinist

a

tout piece
criecferMed-

ocoiisHo band.

classify as "my taste."
Each of the nine tracks off this
new album are, for lack of a better

word, great. Jones' voice actually
invites the listener to chime right
in along with him while the pop
music will give one's feet a life
of their

own.

Currently, Cravin' Melon

just
a Southeast phenomenon. With
the release of where i wanna be on

One, however, should not
take these categorizations too
fish.

is

April 1 on Seedless Records,
Cravin' Melon's popularity is sure
to extend throughout all areas of
the United States. Even if fruit
is not one's favorite thing, this
"melon" is sure to please.

CR4VIN'rliLeN
Econium pays tribute to Led Zeppelin
By JEFFREY DOUGHERTY

Where can one go when they
to

want to sit back and listen
some of the best hard rock of

the '70s? An even tougher question
is

"Where can one go

hottest groups, such as Cracker

and 4 Non Blondes basically

and Stone Temple Pilots. The
songs on the album are an interesting and effective combination
of the classic sounds of the '70s
and the modern rock sounds of the

imitate the traditional sound of
Led Zeppelin. The 4 Non Blondes
version of "Misty Mountain Hop"
may be the best track on the
album. Their likeness to Zeppelin
is incredible. Cracker's version of
"Good Times Bad Times" is also
a great cover that sounds almost
exactly like Led Zeppelin.
Some other notable bands on
the album are Hootie and the
Blowfish, Big Head Todd and the
Monsters, Duran Duran, Blind
Melon, the Rollins Band, Tori

'90s.

to listen to

the greatest rock band of the '70s,
Led Zeppelin?" Well, this question
has a variety of answers. One

could purchase an expensive
ticket and go to a crowded show
of Jimmy Page and Robert Plant
to see an aged and half-baked
version of Led Zeppelin. Another
possibility would be dusting off
the old record player and rummaging through the family's LP collection, hoping to find a scratched
and broken version of a formerly
great album. Still, a third possibility is to buy one of Led Zep-

albums at a record store.
But the records are so old now you
probably could not even find the
one you want. None of these are
very good options, so what is the

This oMHim

mM

ymloiiMedly
oiliuct the

liWiHioiiai

ted

lepiMrilii

fcNHoiMmoiid
gain some new
fans.

pelin's

solution?

STAR.PORUM

album where i wanna be, many will
probably be amazed by the sound
and scope of this year old band.
However, if one seems a bit put
off by the first listen, do not let
it completely color your opinion of
the album. On a personal note, it
took me a second listen to truly
appreciate the band's talents as
it is like nothing I would normally

Cravin'

of JJ.
vocals,) Rick

Staff Reporter

Centuries of Collecting

This comparison can even be
extended to include the latest
college band Hootie and the Blow-

hands

call (610)

MUSEUM OF AMERICAN

sound.
After listening to their second

electrified-acoustic band. This
combination of acoustic and electric music blends perfectly in the

following the viewing period. For
more information or to be added
to the' series mailing list, please

April 7-April 16

Rachel Whiteread exhibit
April 7-April 16
Judith Schaechter exhibit

"Making History"

April 8-Oct. 14
"Philadelphia's Factory of Fun:

&

"Reality, Illusions,

Toad the Wet Sprocket and Big
Head Todd and the Monsters.

dtoscrtbed as

Melon. Cravin' Melon can basically be described as a four piece

(215) 972-7600

(215)922-3031

Albert Schoenhut
Company" exhibit

a discussion,

SCENE

INSTITUTE OF

Works by Haydn,

Juliani will also lead

I

can bdticoliy tm

was referring to a hew band from

Greenville, S.C. called

writings have been published both
in the U.S. and in Italy, and he
has also lectured in Italy. A
professor of sociology at Villanova, he has taught a course about
modern Italian society and written
extensively on this topic. Dr.

behind my face," is about "the
same asshole" wondering why
she is gone.
Weezer on the whole has much
more to offer than it may appear
to. Their fuzzy garage band guitar
makes for pure listening enjoyment.

.

some juicy pickings

crave many things in
the course of their existence.
They crave different types of food
(but mostly chocolate). Others
crave the more animalistic pleasures of life (yes, this occurs even
at Villanova) and other people go
about their daily activities Cravin'
Melon.
While some people might go
about their days longing for a
piece of fruit, I was not referring
to a slice of honeydew. Actually,

(215) 732-6200
April 7-May 27

ATWATER KENT
MUSEUM

Senior

laughter and many smiles. But do
not be fooled into believing that
all of the songs are meaningless
smile-makers. "This album is like
a diary to me; each song tells what
I was feeling and thinking during

I

want a girl who will laugh

.

I'm away
for no one else/
she puts her makeup on the shelf/
When I'm alone she never leaves
the house," he explains is the
"jealous obsessive asshole" in him
freaking out about his girlfriend,
while "The World Has Turned,"

People

"Everybody's Fine" will have
four screenings in the Connelly
Center Cinema: April 8 at 7 p.m.;
April 9 at 3:30 and 7 p.m.; and
April 10 at 7 p.m. Admission is
$2.50 for students and $3.50 for
all others. As with all foreign films
screened by the Cultural Film
Series, "Everybody's Fine" will be

"The world has turned and left
me here just where I was before
you appeared and in your place an
empty space has filled the void

When

Entertainment Editor

audience entranced.

a particular experience" says
Cuomo. "No One Else," My girl
got a big mouth She laughs at
anything whether it's funny or
not.

solicit lots of

By MAURA GIBNEY

visit

in its original language,

songs which

offers

similarly structured, the pattern is varied enough to keep the

shown

w©©z©r

The record

.

and vocals). Rivers
and guitar), Matt

Cravin'

"Candide" play

THE WILMA THEATER

loftofifiiiQtiigr

Sharp (bass and vocals) and

top.

MUSEUM
April

iOiigitliolsollol

is

BRANDYWINE RIVER
388-2700

is fflfod Willi ttfiy

a fast-paced trip through Italy,
keeps the action lively and color-

'

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

11i# whcNle rtcoi^

(vocals

Patrick Wilson (drums), at first
glance may appear to be the
newest pop sensation since Menudo, but the truth is the exact

.

The actual conception of Weezer
took place on February 14, 1992
and was the start of a very
beautiful thing. They were held
captive for nearly 17 months in
the L.A. club scene and remained
relatively obscure until things
were made concrete when they
signed to DGC in June 1993.
"Since then (the formation of the
band), I've tried to understand
what it means to be in a band.
as far as I can tell being in a band
is just as important as any other
occupation
and so far it's more
rewarding," Wilson said.
The whole record, which is
rather short, is filled with tiny

.

Everyone knows the tune and of

.

Cuomo.

you're Mary
now the whole campus knows
these infamous lines so well they
can sing them in their sleep.

from this broken cage."

and real.

• Page 23

sounds kind of weird, but if you
turn it up extremely loud and lie
down, it can be rewarding," says

its

"Black to the Promised Land"
per-

to be honest

lyrics are definitely "fun," but the

beguiling charm and
power." The film's structure,
which takes its main character on

Paradiso'

ATI

N

(215) 684-7860
April 7-April 9

Prints and Drawings of the
German Avant-Garde 1905-

I

immediately decides

THE CURTIS INSTITUTE
OF MUSIC

"Between War and Utopia:

I

all

their families

PHILADELPHIA
MUSEUM OF ART
"From Cezanne

/(

and

keeps

away, the 74-year-old Matteo

iilCp very body's

This

When "work"

look j ust like
Holly oh oh and
" By
Tyler Moore.
I

V-r Buddy

Cultural Film Series: Everybody 's Fine
By JACQUELINE EDDY

f\ oh eeh ooh

.

take

meets punk or quirky college retro
rock, true Weezer fans know that
none of these really apply. The

Assistant Entertainment Editor

"Drownin' " and "Fields."
Sponge offers a challenge to
listeners to look inside themselves
and question what they see and
believe. They have a fresh
approach in a flooded music scene
and a good chance of rising to the

qiiMHcm what
they see ond

"Plowed,"

reflective qualities.

By CARA BECKERICH
'

fully

Tim

Cross pounds out angry bass
lines. Sounds like a winner, right?
Many fans agree. Sponge's extensive touring has earned them a
strong following and a record deal
with CHAOS/Columbia Records.
Their debut Rotting Pinata is
quite diverse and non-commercial

The lead singer's voice rises
above the distortion with troublesome lyrics in Rotting Pinata "0

THE VILLANOVAN

music

revives the fun in

rise

1995 •

The solution is to go to the
record store and buy Encomium:
A Tribute to Led Zeppelin. This
recently released album features
performances by some of today's

Encomium pays

tribute to the

greatness of Led Zeppelin while
allowing modern artists to showcase their own talent. Some of the
artists, such as Sheryl Crow who
does a unique version of "D'er
Mak'er," really pushes her artistic
license to its limit.

Other

artists

such as Cracker

much to heart. Cravin' Melon
transcends these surface comparisons with their own unique

Amos, Never the Bride and
Helmet. The general consensus of
all of the bands was that Led
Zeppelin had a huge impact on the

way music

made

today, and
thus played a part in their present
success. Blind Melon's guitarist
Roger Stevens says, "Led Zeppelin
has always been a big influence
to me, especially as I was growing
up learning to play guitar. In fact,
we've ripped them off so much,
I'm surprised they haven't sued
us yet."
There are no bad tracks on the
album. However, some of the more
is

famous songs of Led Zeppelin
were left out such as, "Rock and
roll," "Kashmir" and "Stairway

to

Heaven
This album

will

undoubtedly

attract the traditional Led Zeppel-

and gain some new
fans. Encomium, which means
in followers

"glowing and warmly enthusiastic praise," does just what the
name implies. It honors one of the
greatest bands in the history of
rock.
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Mudhoney gels dirty
By JAY RACZKOWSKI
Staff Reporter

behind your ears, mom
said. Stop licking that rock in
the garden, mom said. Who needs

Clean

this cleanliness

/

>

anyway?

Isn't

it

almost more fun to be dirty?
Mudhoney thinks so and would
not have it any other way.
After three solid releases from
the boys at Sub Pop, Mudhoney
jumped ship and drowned in a sea
of misguided distortion and con-

If

fusion.
\.r

Back-to-back lackluster

had many sealing their fate
as done, tired and sold. Well,
shazaam, Mudhoney's latest. My
Brother the Cow, is a winner.
The disc opens with a bluesefforts

«'-

infested

ment,

number
Rage,

"Judge-

titled

&

Retribution,

Thyme," made right from the lostbut-now-found Mudhoney mold. It
is

BY TARDY, HAPPY, CUTIE and HUGGY

Cow

with

vintage Fudge sounding, wel-

coming old Mudhoney hands back

Horoscope Gurus

By

with open arms, a kiss and a
smile. Next up, "Generation
Spokesmodel," packs a wallop of
a melody set up by snap-happy
lyrical burstings from Mark Arm.
On "Today is a Good Day," the
melody tiptoes along the fringes
friendly but a wiry
of radio
guitar line overcomes this, stealing the show.
The strongest song on the disc,
"Into Yer Shtick," delivers the
band's greatest song in recent
memory
filled with raw energy
and delivery. Not since "Touch
Me I'm Sick" has there been sc
much excitement within a song
The track's buzz-like feeling
makes you want to run around the
house with scissors in your hand
or hurl yourself off of tall

—

—

buildings.

My

slow by
Mudhoney's standards but is solid
and not a bit out of place here.
The song's dynamics are an added
"In

Finest Suit"

is

dimension which had seemed
foreign to them for so long, but
is

a pleasant surprise.

This amazing run of great songs
slows down a bit over the course
of the disc's second six-pack.
There are a few duds thrown in
the mix but they are few and far
between, often surrounded by a
number of great ones. "Ball Peen
Hammer" boasts a harmoniclaced track which nearly compares to the first half of the disc.
Though a little less mind-blowing,
these six tracks cannot spoil an
otherwise amazing outing.
My Brother the Cow reminds
listeners that Mudhoney is Seat-

band still producing
music. Their blend of innovative
blues-tinged punk power has
returned minus all that selftle's finest

indulgent

fat.

Though

thier nails

have been trimmed, there is still
plenty of dirt beneath them. Dirt
is

Staff Reporter

The

famed Blue Horizon has
been pleasing fight fans and
people watchers for generations.

Up and coming

fighters

from

all

around the world as well as
champions have passed through

^
W

1300 block of North
Broad St.
say the least, it is
a crowd pleasing phenomenon.
Tuesday, April 4, featured an
eight bout card, which included
two main events. The premier
fight had Bryant Brannon, a 28year-old hard puncher from Trenton with a take-no-prisoner style
against Frank Rhodes, a 27-yearold native of Lx)uisville, KY, with
an all-action style like Branno. In
the second main attraction, Ivan
"Mighty" Robinson, a 24-year-old
the ring on

SI

from Trenton, took on Isaac Cruz,
a 21-year-old from Mexico City.
Robinson is the hottest prospect
in the city. His classic boxing style
combined with speed and punching power, stamps him as a worldchallenger within the next

title

year.

Robinson defeated Cruz in 10
rounds of non-stop, toe to toe,
adrenaline pumping action. Brannon was stopped in the early
rounds of his scheduled 12 round
bout by Rhodes, who had cut
Brannon above the eye and could

good.

not continue.

The boxing venue

only part
of the exciting atmosphere. The
fight room is intimate. Fans on the
first level and balcony are so close
to the ring, it is almost frightening. The full capacity standing
room only crowd screams and
cheers from one fight to the next.
is

Dreary 'Dolores'
By ELAINE PAOLONI
Senior Reporter

previews
The
sound good.

It

sure

made

it

was supposed

be the thriller of the year
according to "them." Let down?
Disappointment? "Dolores Claiborne" is the epitome of what all
our mothers warned us about
when they told us not to believe
everything we hear. This film
to

.1

a'

could not live up to all of its
furnished hype. In fact, all it
turned out to be a was a recollection of someone's sour life.
Based on a novel by Stephen
King, Dolores Claiborne (Kathy
Bates) is the main character. She
is an older woman, probably
somewhere in her 50's or 60's who
resides on an island near Bangor,

I'

ME. The island is a perfect setting
for this dreary movie, as the air

4

old

woman. Some

of the facts

regarding this event are held back
until a flashback later on reveals
the truth.
While at work one day, Selena
Claiborne Jennifer Jason Leigh)
receives a fax of an article clipped
from a Bangor newspaper. It
indicates that her mother, Dolores
Claiborne has been suspected of
murdering her employer. Immediately, Selena packs her bags to
go home and look into matters

more closely.
While

home, Selina encounters many familiar but longat

forgotten faces. The island brings
back many painful memories for

'

I

V

\

'<

fit
t

I\

always misty and the weather
seems almost bone chilling.
Dolores has no remaining family
in the area; her husband is dead
and her only daughter lives in
New York as a writer.
For a great number of years,
Dolores held a job working as a
housekeeper and attendant for a
wealthy woman who was quite
stubborn and particular in her
ways. Although the job was far
from glamorous and did not pay
very well, Dolores kept with it and
is

*

i

•»»<

put the

money

into a separate

Selena and her presence there
reminds other residents of a past
tragedy. The head of the police
department still sees her father's
death, which occurred 20 years
ago, as a homicide. His only regret
is that he could never prove his
theory that Dolores was responsible. The death was settled as
resultinjB; from accidental causes.
Now with the death of another
person closely tied to Dolores, the
detective
is

is

Matthew Saud Muhammad. The crowd applauded as
Flyers, Kevin Dineen, Rod Brind'Amour and several other "Fly

Guys" entered the ballroom.
Fathers were with sons and mothers were with daughters. The

was jumping

with enthusiasm from start to
finish.

For $15 a seat, the entertainment is a bargain. There are
concessions who serve moderately
priced food and beverage, including beer. Besides all this there is

a good chance one might

bump

someone interesting. There is

truly nothing like a night at the

Blue Horizon.

determined that she

the cause.
The film revolves around numer-

ous flashbacks which are colorful

and

contrast to the
dark, somber setting of the present
day (Selena wears nothing brighter than grey or navy blue
throughout the entire movie). The
transitions are uniquely clever
and quite effective. For the most
part, the flashbacks involve
uncovering the hidden secrets in
their family history. Many events
have been blocked out by Selena.
While she admits that she went
full of life, in

up assuming her mother was
it is not until she is on the

guilty,

New
young woman

ferry leaving to return to

York that the

Trade or

rfn
£k9

Miscellaneous

For immediate consideration
'®^"'"® to: AYM Financial Corp..'
M 'S^
i^awalec. 1 528 Walnut St., Suite
*^U
^^°"^ '^^^' 875-7330; F^'
both.

2*

Profasslonals NsedMl

f^JIJ?^
(Vhbb)

heartily.

it is

to receive a stinking hollow

Send name, mailing address and $15.00
check/money order to: Practical Answers,
Inc.. 614 South 8th St., Suite 305-G. Phila..

PA

Outstanding facilities, magnificent Vermont
setting, 20 minutes from Dartmouth College.
Positive attitude required; prior experience is
not! Mid-June throuah Mid-August Contact:
Rich Maxson, Box 500. Post Mills. VT 05058;
1-800-235-6659.

insu-

residence
!" Texas. For more information, call 1-800771-5677, write: VESS, 3001 S. Congress
Ave.. Austin. TX 78704-6489. fax: 512-4415055. or contact your campus Career
Planning and Placement Office.

•'"Ptoymwit
Lo!?Tfe^"*'
|Z5-545/hour

Personals

-

—

Babysitter Nasdad
Mondays and Wednesdays from 3-7 p.m. plus occasional other
nights. Starting .May through summer. Three
chiWren, ages 7, 5. and 3. Must have own
transp^tion. Wage negotiable. Call Judy at

Earn up to

English In
teachino background or Asian languaaes
^°^ '"*° *^^" '^°^' ^^^'^

^^

J5J78I

— Look doggie! Love, Maura
Wanted — Someone dangerous to have tea
Alison

For Rent

with.
In

—

Vlllanova Campus Area Rentals
Your
choice of desirable houses and apartments,
from $300/month/person, including heat &
water, no-fee charged. Call PMA today (610)
'
525-7351.

SfcO-SooO

Super large 3-4 bedroom apartments

for

No

hassles
train. City

bunny.

for

rent

did

God make on

—

It's

you

like

.

.

Susan

— 3rd Fkx)r, 2 Bedroom,

you!

Bath on Lancaster Ave.

1 block from St
David's train station. Available 6-1 $735. Call

the

not only for the big room that
also the hockey tickets!

it's

.

—

Prepare

for

a surprise some

morning. Think Spiderman! Love,
Central

Rentals (21 5) 473-5464.

1

And what

Thaddlas

—

office.

day? Meg

Jpda

Very flexible lease plans. Next to
Line Ave. Call Joe
King of Student

Wayne Apartment

ASAP.

rooms

—

Maura

"

rent for students. Also

interested, applications are available

If

tha Villanovan

Bth

I

teaching basic conversational
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea No

19147.

Part-time babysitter needed for IV? yr. old
twins and a 3V2 yr. old. References and
transportation required. Call (61 0) 667-9376.

Girls, seeks kind, enthusiastic female staff
with strong activity skills in gymnastics, tennis,
watersports (WSI certified), studio & performing arts, field sports, English riding, hiking.

refugee/immigration

sional expenence, housing, stipend,
rance, loan deferment one year

Taurus: Your urge to use the word 'ubiquitous' at the dinner table
on Easter Sunday will only cause bad feelings between you and all
your aunts on your mother's side of the family. To keep the day
harmonious, avoid it and use the word 'livid' instead. Do not worry
about the fact that it does not mean the same thing, your aunts will
appreciate the gesture. Use your hollow chocolate bunny as a planter

Proven Job Search Techniques. Step-bystep guide to doing a thorough job searcn.
Includes "Resumes That Communicate.

Summer Opportunity — Lochearn Camp for

workers, parish and youth ministers
for one
year of volunteer sen/ice. Benefits:
profes-

Easter time! Time to break out the old Spin Doctors albums
and discuss the pros and cons of animal testing with neighborhood
pets. On Tuesday you will be invited to help classified gal, Megan
Kemp, clean her side of the room. Expect to listen to country music
and square dance with her until the wee hours of the morning.
It is

disappointing

nurses,

National Partes Hiring
Seasonal & fulltime employment available at National Parks.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Benefits
bonuses! Call 1-206-545-4804. ext N 52781.

Texas -

VolunEducational and Social Services
seeks human service workers

teachers,

how

in

—

Office of Undergraduate Admission is
seeking highly motivated, adaptable, and
dependable students in good academic
standing to work as assistants in the general
recruitment and admission activities of the
office. The position requires 15 hours per
week. To find out more details, please stop
by the reception desk of the Office of
Underoraduate Admission located on the first
floor of Austin Hall. Deadline date April 5th.

(215T875-73io^

Gemini: Since the Easter season is traditionally one of joy and renewal,
go out and stomp all the tulips within a 50 mile radius and taunt
every squirrel you see. After your little escapade, pop some popcorn,
rent one of those Time/Life movies about predators and their prey

fails

account so that her daughter
would someday be able to leave
the island. One of the opening
scenes in this movie is a struggle
between Dolores and her employer
which results in the death of the

Help Wanted

The

^

tL^

Pisces: The commercial side of Easter is getting to be too much for
you. Draw beards and big fangs on all of the fuzzy bunny and chick
cut-outs hanging on people's doors. Go to the egg hunt on Saturday
and push down all the boys and girls and steal their eggs. Since this
is a season of repentance, go back later, apologize and return the eggs
to all but one of the children. Tell that child that she/he is the only
child in the world that the Easter bunny does not like and chuckle

Aries:

-

^""•"^y Tradert/Brok»rs
Due
7S?iH expansion
our Phila. office has
mm!Si^.
LT«r^?®?.P!"'"9®'°''"°»'va«edprofession^^'''^ to "'onitor, analyze
*!k
fn

begins to understand the situation

and misunderstandings that surround her mother. An understanding which results in Selena
supporting her mother and standing as her defense.
"Dolores Claiborne" is a movie
that psychologists will have a field
day with. It takes almost every
aspect of a dysfunctional family
into consideration. The angle of
the film is not so much suspense
and mystery as it is revelation and
facing one's problems. There are
parts of the film where the viewer
is not sure where he or she stands
on the questionable innocence of
Dolores, but this is down-played
by other factors dealing with the
substantial proof needed to convict her.

Kathy Bates and Jennifer Jason

and root for the bigger, stronger animals.
Santa Claus, is an equal opportunity giver
on you for a few misdeeds.

—

Brt)y»lttar

Naedad

One

airl,

yr.

oW

car a must Call

I

—

Hi!

Here's your personal

I

Comedy

promised

hope we have a good time on Saturday.

for

next

687-8810.
fall in

Merion.

Earn $3000-$5000 & gain valuable business
experience selling yellow page advertisirig
in
Vlllanova s Official Telephone
Directory PT
Sprina

Needed anytime

after

summer. Please

call

May

& FT SUMMER.

Excellent marketing/
sales/advertising resume booster.
Contact
Telephone Directory
/ftfn» o!^ .c.^®'"P"^

-

unlike
he will not hold out

|0 1 U)

I

need a student

morning

in

the

at

plus

utilities, off

6/1 $900
John 525-

avail.

street parking. Call

to

live-in

opportunity

for

,

Wonder Twin

449-8839 anytime before 7 p.m.

Imp

Miscellaneous

Alaslca

Summer Employment

—

IS

—

Joe Patterson
You have to come over
sometime so you can bless our shrine. Love
Meg and Maura

Do you have a houae you would Mice to
sublet for the summer?
am looking to
sublet a house between here and Bryn Mawr
for four. Call 51

Roomie

9-3858 and leave location and

— We get so much work done when
scary. Ready — Jumping

we're together

cost on voice mail.

jacks,

$480 weekly assembling circuit boards/
components at home. Experience

one

.

.

.

it's

two.

.

.

three ...

Amy — Hi! bet you missed last weeks,
m trying again — You know who
I

Lifeguards certified full time, part time
Memorial Day to Labor Day, Turn-Key Pool
(610)828-5590.

unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings
in your local area. Call 1 -602-680-7444. Ext
102c.

Attention

all

students! Over $6

billion in

info call:

Tardy, Cutle, and

1-800-263-6495 ext F

Huggy

—

Let's get

a

1 -

900 number like all the other cool psychics
and astrologers. We'll be rich! Love, Happy

Take The
Easy Way Out
Of Collie.

VILUNOVA UNIVERSITY

SESSMNS

so

I

private sector grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are eligible. Let us help

For more
52781.

Libra: You decide on Monday that the Easter bunny is an overrated
symbol for the season. Be a trendsetter and create a new commercial
angle. Think of the millions you will make in copyright laws when
your creation Eugene, the Easter slug, hits the public eye.

I

.

I

Fishing

sary (206) 545-4155 ext A52783.

— Men/Women earn up to

All ya gotta do is clear off the
.CRACK! think my career as a model
over. Love, Maura

table.

electronic

Virgo: All the sleep you have been missing all semester catches up
with you this Easter break and you spend the whole vacation in bed.
This would be great except for the bizzare dreams you have been
having of Villanovan Associate Editor Tara Campitiello and the
Easter bunny cohabiting. Do not be fooled. This is not a love match.
Tara is cruelly toying with the Easter bunny's affections for more
chocolate in her Easter basket.

—

Gold! Gold! Gold! Mine'
Mine! Mine! I'm a wealthy miser. Love, The

8423.

limited childcare of a 7-year old in Linwood,
N.J. $1 00/week+ room and board. Call
Loretta
at (609) 441 -8640 weekdays.

industry. Earn to $3.0OO-$6,0OO+ month +
benefits. Male/female. No experience neces-

Leo: While hopping along a sunny path, the Easter bunny is attacked
by a rabid raccoon. This encounter reduces our fuzzy little friend
into a drooling, blood-thirsty menace. Along with eating small children,
this bad bunny has the audacity to leave stale Peeps in your Easter
basket. This outrage is not to be tolerated. Steal a stale roll from
the Pit and utjlize it to knock the Easter bunny out. Relieve him of
all the fresh candy and the Easter eggs dyed purple.

I

—

come to my house every
summer from 8 o'clock until

HELP WANTED

AC. W/D, close to public trans,

687-1772.

I

(61 0)

~ ^'V" ^«^^ AP*- 2 bdmri.. 2 bath.

You're right, only certain states set
clocks fonward. publicly admit my error.

4th through entire

Susan

1 in Ocean City, N.J. to get me ready for the
day. A nursing student would be best, but any
students are welcome to inquire. You will
make $7.50/hour. am easy to assist Call

Jim

A^t'.?!^*

their

840-1515.

Summer shore

Cancer: The fuzzy white bunny that has been sitting on your shelf
with the rest of your old stuffed animals comes to life this Easter
holiday. Unfortunately, he tells everyone the things you do when you
are alone in your room. Bribery will not keep this forest creature
quiet, so simply remind him that his stuffing is not flame retardant
and demand that he get his tail back up on the shelf. Repeat this
warning to the armchair in the corner that has been badmouthing
your friends. Get help on Thursday.

—

Tony

2 days/week. References &
664-1566 ask for Li?

Babysitter Wanted
Tuesday and/or
Thursday all day, during summer in my
Radnor home. Must have own transportation

The Easter bunny,

free building

Help Wanted

.

pions like

into

Help Wanted

on your 'Magical Easter Noggin.' Donate your leftover candy
auto repair shops to put in their waiting rooms. Read "Runaway
Bunny" to three strangers, insisting that they call you Flopsy.

to protest

Almost everyone there engaged
in people watching as well. Politicians flaunted their young
attractive female dates. Lawyers
rubbed elbows with former cham-

smoke

all

to local

atmosphere

DEWEY LaROSA

the hair on your head and replace it with pink,
and chocolate
plastic Easter grass. Hide various goodies like jellybeans
eggs in it. Stand on Sheehan beach and invite small children to play

Aquarius: Shave

Blue Horizon features a
fighting

PERSONALS AND CLASSIFIEDS

frii

'95

GRADUATE a«i UNDEBGRADUArE COIISES
IMy ami EVENING CLASSES

IWWWM*>WWMW)VM>W>M»«>» <«J»WIW><>WWMWrtW»M<»^^
)

BUSINESS COMPUTER SCIENCE
ENGINEERING NATURAL SCIENCE
MATHEVIAnCS SOCIAL SCIENCES

Scorpio: Meals have just not been satisfying lately. You are sick of
the same old thing day in and day out. Try the new white meat,
the Easter bunny. Do not rely on any Acme product the coyotte endorses
for catching roadrunners. Instead, dress the Energizer bunny in a
provacative outfit to lure your prey into your evil clutches. Watch
Julia Child for some good recipes. Sit back, relax and bon appetite!

COUNSELING EDUCATION
THEARTS HUNANTTIES
NURSING LANGUAGES

Sagittarius: Scare all the little kids in the neighborhood by dressing
up as the Easter bunny and chasing them around the block screaming,
"I'll get you my pretty; and your little dog too." This activity should
keep you occupied for the whole vacation but if you have any time
left over go bowling. Make sure it is not a league night before you
embark on this journey.

Capricorn: Beware this Easter. Not all things are what they appear.
For example, what is the cream in those Cadbury eggs actually made
of? Why does the Easter bunny hide eggs? Why can't he leave them
in the open? Are there illegal activities going on? Be a concerned citizen
and arrest the Easter bunny. Why would someone actually give
somethmg away for free? There must be something wrong with the
product. It is probably his way of getting even with the postal system.

'fiffii/rHiia

humor

into her persona, giving

the movie a little levity. Leigh,
on
the other hand, plays a
confused

and somewhat disturbed victim
of
circumstances very well. The
supporting cast adds to an
all-star
performance overall.
The only problem with "Dolores
Claiborne

is

that

it

does nothing

one's day. It is a
depressing movie and unless this
is the type of film one is looking
to brighten

maybe he or she should bypass it. Perhaps those who have
read the book already understand.
This is a mere warning for all
others who expect some type of
"Misery" sequel from both King
and Bates. Watch out, because
"Dolores Claiborne" is an entirely
different type of story.

utrrrrrunaa-^'"""""""^

SESSION I

SESSION n

EVENING SESSION

WedMtd«y;Niv31

June 30
toNoMl«y^J«ly31

WedMsd«);N^31

Friday,

toNoaiLQ^Jnlyai

CONTINUOUS KEGISTRAnON
day before each session begins REGISTEK

until the
Ifr

Summer

Bulletin, write:

Ao EqmI Oppotunily Un.«t.My

^
SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

9g

tfl

For

Leigh both do excellent jobs in
portraying their characters. As
always. Bates injects a little dry

^

J

I

NOWI

1^nnxamxiBx

j|i

Or, if

you

prefer, call:

CMO) 519 "4343

to see,

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

With power steering, automatic transmission, air conditioning and AM/FM
stereo
Ryder trucks are easy to drive. And your Ryder Dealer has all the boxes
and supplies you
need. There's even a 24-hour roadside assistance line to keep you
rolling. Plus, your
Student ID entitles you to special savings!
So, call your local Ryder Dealer or 1-800-GO-RYDER
(467-9337) and make your reservation today. Then move
to the head of the class.
WeYe there when
^If.

"^ "

^^^o

o
i
en
2}

you need us.

Malvern
Champion Car & Truck Rental
1700 E.Lancaster
(610)293-1695

At

PA

King of Prussia
Ryder Trud< Rental
Tpke & Hansen Access Road
(610)265-1228
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Tennis improves record to 1 3-3
I
By CHRISTINA

Rob Campbell
replaced sophomore Jerry Prior at
First year player

HUNGSPRUKE

I
i

the No. 2 spot in the starting
lineup, and crushed his Rider
opponent with a 6-0, 6-0 sweep.
Though he has seen limited
playing time this season, the Cats'
senior, Sanjo Shatley, took to the
court for his final season in the

Staff Reporter

}'

Thirteen has definitely proved
to be a lucky number for the men's
tennis team as it closed out last
week with their 13th win of the
season. Last week's extraordinary
play was capped off with convincing wins over Rider, Fordham,
Pitt and Mt. St. Mary's, stretching
the team's winning streak to six

r'

and

No. 4 position. Shatley is definitely
no stranger to the starting lineup,
as all his experience showed iahis
game. Shatley dropped only one
game the entire match, posting a
6-0, 6-1 win for the Cats. In similar
fashion, fellow senior Ian Moran,
in the No. 6 anchor spot, compiled

record to 13-3.
"I'm not really surprised about
our winning streak," said Head
its

Coach Bob Batman. "The guys
are starting to come around nicely

an

Fordham University came down
for a visit to the Main Line last
week and left with a 5-2 loss at
the hands of the Cats. The usual
lineup of Andrew Frick, Prior, Pat
Shallcross, Bryan Cavalier, Alfredo Maduro and Rich Young

this season."

.1

Plowing over visiting Rider, the
entire starting lineup racked up
straight set wins. A switch in
Batman's squad gave most of the
original lineup a chance to sit back
and watch their other teammates

.

dominate.

returned for this competition. Cocaptain Frick was the only Wild-

"With weaker opponents, I
want to give the guys who come

The men's

cat to stretch his

out and practice hard everyday a
little match experience," said
Batman. "They all stepped right
up and didn't miss a beat."
It was a quick and fairly easy

PHOTO BY STEVE AUGSBERGER

tennis team enjoyed a perfect week, beating Rider,
Fordham, Pitt and Mt. St. Mary's.

identical score.

match

long sets. After losing the first set
4-6, and taking the second set 75, his opponent broke his serve to
take the final set 6-3.
"Andrew always has to play the
toughest opponents," said Batman. "Even some of the weaker

afternoon for the team as they
handed a 7-0 loss to Rider.
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teams have a very good player and
Andrew has to play them. He is
a real leader and I am proud of

what

he's done."

took on their only Big
East opponent of the regular
season when they hosted the Pitt
Panthers. The cold wind did not
seem to be a big factor in match
play since the lineup convincingly
beat Pitt 5-2. With this win over
Pitt, the Cats should be seeded in
the upper half of the conference
at the end of the season.
Court number three was the
court to watch as sophomore
Shallcross took his second set into
a tiebreaker. Playing consistently
throughout his match, Shallcross

The Cats

took his first set on a break point,

winning

7-5.

The second

set

was

a different story, though. Bringing
the second set into a tiebreaker,
Shallcross concentrated on every
point to secure victory as he took
the tiebreaker, 7-4, and the last
set, 7-6, for a Wildcat win.
The team only had a few hours
to enjoy their Big East win
because Mt. St. Mary's was waiting in the wings for the Saturday
afternoon match. With the momentum of the win against Pitt, the
Cats smoldered the visiting team,
Cavalier, Maduro and Young,
in the No. 4, 5 and 6 spots, all had
impressive matches in 'Nova's
7-0.

win.

With

this victory, the Cats
enter April with a 13-3 overall
record. The team is looking forward to hosting Dusquesne tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.

Correction:
The Villanovan
incorrectly reported
j

week that the
Rugby team lost 8-6
last

to

Temple. In

fact,

the team won, 10-8,

snapping a

game losing streak.
The team plays

COK^^^^
^^^'^
^ von ^^^ ^^f

--

five

Providence

tomorrow

^PP^

at 4 p.m.

on Mendel

Field.

t
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For

fast relief

we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs

are

additional assets

••Si

difference

— money that can

between

living

living

make

H^ell

after

I

as income. That can

*'i

painful

your tax

m

1
.

I

-*\

I

bill is

big difference in

C-! PiUH-'.i

liumnmif

certificate* are distributed by
call

I

ext.

AMSTERDAM

interest, to the

its

guarantees of

seven diversified

CREF's

variable annuity.

What's more, our expenses are very low,* which
means more of your money goes toward improving

your future

To
1

financial health.

find out more, call our planning specialists at

800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete

information

kit,

SRA

plus a free slide-calculator that

shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.

today— it

couldn't hurt.

it."*

Ritlin,) Aimlyji.1.

800-W2-2733,

and

investment accounts of

Call

TIAA-CREF

traditional annuity, with

your

how

we

wide range of allocation choices — from

principal

every year.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape
'Sliin^ir^

N

make a

offer a

the

working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them

f

<

and

help

the nation's largest retirement system,

TIAA's

tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
I'

As

from the nagging ache of taxes,

1994; Lipper Analytical Service*. Inc., LipfKr-Dirrffor.i' Analylifiil Dtihi, 1994 (Quarterly).

CREF

more complete information, including charge* and expen*e»,
prospectu*. Read the pro*pectu* carefully before you inve*t or *end money.

Individual and Inililutional Service*, Inc. For

5509

for a

CREF

^

I Women's water polo
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Wolfman's Views from the Cheap Seats

i

By JONATHAN PASSMAN
Staff Columnist

Now

that the strike has finally
been (I don't know what the

whole point of the infield fly rule
is to prevent infielders from
purposely tanking pop-ups in
order to get a cheap double play.

proper verb is, considering
nothing was really gained by
either side), perhaps the replacement players can find new jobs
as umpires for NCAA baseball.
Now, I know that there has been

NCAA

among

The second bad

•I»,

I

campus community,

will

Not so

for the baseball umpires
Friday against Philadelphia
Textile at McGeehan field, where
the Wolfman witnessed some of
the most atrocious calls made by
a man in blue. These weren't
"safe-out" judgement calls he was
missing. he just plain messed up
the rules. The most obvious example occurred when Villanova had
runners on second and third base
with one out. The Villanova batter
pops up to the second baseman,
and immediately the umpire
last

.

rrorrt Ane.

.

C\^E^P

tried to advance.

no reason
there

The runners had

to advance,

was no runner on

because

first.

The

In this scenario, it would be
impossible, and that is why this
scenario is not included in the
definition of the infield fly rule.

which she

Staff Reporter

strong, international field in the

season,
a track coach's main strategy is
to get as many qualifying times
as soon as possible in order to have
a better chance in the championship meets. In two meets this

5,000 over Easter weekend.
Marshall filled the 800 meter
race with runners, too, in which
they took the first, fourth, sixth
and seventh spots, overall. Senior
Tosha Woodward took first place
in the event in (2:02.38), which

:'

At the start

I

>.

of a

new

season. Head Coach John Marshall
and his women's track team have
done just that, qualifying six
athletes in seven different events.

Two weeks

ago marked the
beginning of the 1995 outdoor
track season at the Coca-Cola
Relays in Gainesville, Fla. The
Cats took home first place in four
of the five races they entered and
qualified two athletes provisionChampionally for the

NCAA

ships. Senior Becky Spies was the

"•I

.1

was an automatic NCAA qualifying time. The next three spots for
'Nova were taken by Sullivan
(4th, 2:10.22), Spies (6th, 2:11.16)

and Molloy

(7th. 2:14.68).

Marshall explained why he had
four or five runners in the same
races and did not put everyone in
their best event.

"There's no sense in spreading
our wealth around," Marshall
said. "We'll just try to get into one
or two races and try to do well."

nation, provisionally qualified in
the javelin with a school recordsetting toss of 1631".
Elsewhere on the track, junior
Cathalina Staye managed a sixth

of 5,178. Marshall believes that

4x800 and Distance Medley relays,
with times of 8:44.45 and 11:21.73,
Last weekend the Cats traveled
back to Florida for the University
of Miami Invitational in Coral
Gables. 'Nova was just as impressive here, picking up three more
provisional qualifying times and

two automatic championship
berths.
In the 1,500 meter run, Spies
was again the standout, placing
second in a personal best and
automatic qualifying time of
4:17.59. Finishing in the next
three spots were sophomore Krestena Sullivan (4:24.11), junior Jen

Rhines

(4:24.38)

players learn in little league.
... OK, gentle reader, I will give
you three guesses as to what the
highlight of the sports weekend
was. Nope, not UConn bringing

Big East women's

respect to
hoops. Nope, not the men's Final
Four (Big Country vs. Zidek the

Horrible... ROOT!). NASCAR?
Negative.
and bite your tongue,
you're on the wrong side of the
Mason-Dixon line, son.
The answer is those cool robotic
graphics in FOX's coverage of the
.

.

you missed it, every time
a team scores, two robots (one
representing each team playing)
pop up, with the robot representing the team that scored decimat-

NHL.

If

on Press Your Luck. (No

No

Bruins,

No Whalers,

STOP!)

and senior Emer

MoUoy (4:29.43). Sullivan's time
was not only a personal best, but
she and Rhines qualified provisionally. Rhines, the defending
NCAA Champion in the outdoor
5,000 meters, is saving her legs
for the Mountain Sac Relays, in

By MARK SPOONAUER

FOX must

have gotten the idea
coverage of the
Univision's
from

Sports Editor

World Cup this summer, when
between eardrum shattering ren-

what became a battingpractice of a game against Monmouth College on Tuesday, capIn

GOOAAALLL!!!, anitrucks would
Coca-Cola
mated

ditions

of

part at the bottom of the screen
and release a plethora of soccer
balls.

Why? I have no

tain

personal best in the heptathlon,
breaking the much sought after
5,000 point barrier with a score

the robots are a def, fresh,
dope (any adjectives missing?)
way of marketing the NHL. Even
if you do not care for them,
remember that it could be worse.
We could be looking at Bud Cup,
with bottles of beer on skates
grinding it out during the Stanley
Cup Finals. Then again, we very
well might. This is the league that
Still,

conference competition.
"It's tough to go from mid-toweak pitching to Big East pitchIndeed, this weekend the Cats
face Providence, which is currently tops in the Big East with a 6-

an experienced and
confident designated hitter who,
out of the two spot, has consistently produced offensively.
"I
like
batting second,"
McGinty said. "I have a job to do.
1 have to move Brian [Fili] into

This past weekend, the men's
track and field team continued to
show signs of a promising season.
Coach John Marshall took his
sprinters and throwers to the
Miami Invitational, while Assistant Coach Jim Tuppeny took the
Cats distance runners to the Hot
Springs Invitational. Both squads
were productive at their respective
meets with a couple of Cats
qualifying for the NCAA Championships, while others continued
to improve.
At Hot Springs, 'Nova was led
by the exhilarating performances
of seniors Dave Cook and Ken
Nason. Cook won the decathlon

with a total of 7296 points. He
performed consistently in the
competition as he captured first
place in four out of the ten events.
He achieved a personal best throw
in the shot put and came close to
personal best records in the javelin
and the pole vault. With his point
total, Cook became a provisional
for
the
qualifier

NCAA

Championships.
Not to be overshadowed by
Cook's performance is Nason's
impressive run in the mile. Nason
ran the mile in 3:58.91, fast
enough to place him second and
automatically qualify

him

for the

NCAA Championships. It marked
the first time that Nason broke
the four minute barrier, as he
became the first Villanovan to run
the mile in less than four minutes

time of 4:04.77. The coaching staff
has been very pleased with Christiani's consistent performance

and look for him

to

improve as the

he ran the 400 intermediate hurdles in 53.63, finishing ninth. This
time was sufficient, but a better
time is expected with the progress
Silvester is making.
Coach Marshall was also happy
with Miller's performance.

"To make the

season goes along.

"This

is

probably the most

productive meet Villanova University has had in quite some
time," Marshall said of his team's
performance at Hot Springs.
As for the Miami Invitational,
the Wildcats blended youth with
experience for a sound showing.
The team received strong perfor-

mances from freshman Kareem
Archer and senior Chuck Silvester. Also contributing to the
Wildcat attack was sophomore
Steve Miller.

intermediate hurdles. In the 110
hurdles, he ran in a time of 14.63,
fast enough to place him seventh,
while in the 400 intermediate
hurdles he ran a personal best
time of 53.11, placing him fourth
in the event. In only his first year,
Archer is quickly progressing and
IS beginning to show signs of a
bright future.

"He ran a very

fine race,"
Marshall said of Archer's exhibition in the 400 intermediate hurdles.
"Every
week
he's

improving."

an important
contributor on this team also
Silvester,

performed well. In his

first full

year running hurdles, Silvester
has shown signs of improving as

this,

performance in the Javelin.
After reaching the finals at

"Being captain

team finished

fifth

"I think we're

an

on the move

to

doing something very well," said
Marshall. "We have tremendous
balance."
Overall, this past weekend was
a productive weekend for 'Nova as
the team effectively competed
against strong competition.
Looking ahead, the Wildcats
will compete at the Duke Invitational this weekend. This will be
the first meet of thie season where
the Cats will be able to compete
together. The Cats will host the
Villanova Invitational over Easter
weekend. The teams that will
participate in this meet are Temple, St. Joseph's, LaSalle and
Haverford. Coach Marshall views
this as a meet that the Wildcats
are capable of winning.

By KATE SZUMANSKI
Senior Reporter

WARNING: Facing the Wildcats
while junior pitching sensation
Tina Sabunas commands the
mound may prove hazardous to
your batting average.
With 141 strikeouts posted in
just 27 appearances, it is understandable why this cautionary
flag should fly prominently above
Sabunas' opponents' batting
cages.

As the Wildcats' ace hurler,
Sabunas, who was named last
week's Big East Pitcher of the
Week, has captained the 'Nova
Softball team to an impressive
overall record of 5-1. With a

ERA

of 0.58 in 121.1

innings pitched, Sabunas has
given up only 60 base hits and 12
extra base hits while walking just
nine batters.

have improved a little
each year and am now more

"I feel I
bit

my abilities," said
Sabunas. "I am able to fool around

confident in

with the batter more confidently
this year.

to succeed in the Penn Relays
which open on April 25. Marshall
is

very confident in his team and
its ability to do well, but he still
has time to make improvements.
"To do well at the Penn you
is

need a big effort from four young
ladies in each event you compete

When

you're 2-and-O

that

being surrounded by so much
talent certainly has its perks.
so

"It's

much

different this
year," said McGinty. "We have
nine guys that can produce. We

have no weak links, so the one
through four guys don't have to
worry as much about producing."
Ryan's confidence stems from
not only the rest of the squad, but

from his own maturation and
patience.

"I

know

the strike zone,"

a couple of games. I like
about my hitting real quick
after an at-bat."
for

to talk

As the Cats make their run for
the postseason, Ryan believes he
has one advantage over the less
experienced players: a knowledge
of his

own

limits.

"Younger players tend to worry
more about the things they can't
do," McGinty said. "I know I'm
doing what I can. I don't worry
about what I can't do."
Ryan, who has had much individual success with this philosophy, applied it to the team when

McGinty said. "College pitchers
are good, but their control can get
off. If you're patient enough,
they'll make a mistake."
Still, McGinty says that he has

the

room

we go up there and perform
way we can, I don't see why

we

can't

improvement, and he
continues to do so this season
under the guidance of first year
coach Joe Calfapietra.
"Joe has been an enormous
for

Ryan

help,"

said. "I didn't

know

he commented on this weekend's
road trip to Providence.
"If

win every game,"

said

McGinty.
If
McGinty's hot hitting
remains contagious, there is no

reason

come

why his prediction will not

true.

PHOTO BY STEVE AUGSBURGER

Villanova baseball has extended
losses to Seton Hall and Temple.

Baseball rebounds
(Continued from page 32)
three runs. He suffered from
control problems (7 walks), but
nianaged to pitch out of several
tight situations.

Ace

reliever John

Klopp came in for the final innings
and was able to keep the Pirates
within range. However, 'Nova
was never able to muster a serious
offensive threat and suffered its
second conference loss of the year,

"We had some guys who
well against

them and

did

hit

some

individuals."

The Cats will travel to the Duke
PHOTO COURTESY OF MEDIA RELATIONS

effective pitch in her extensive
repertoire.

"'When throwing the screw
ball,

as

I

finish

my motion,

I

push

myself to the right so the batter
thinks I'm coming at her," said

Sabunas.
"Although
some
umpires don't call that pitch,
many of them do."
As for her performance on the
other side of the game, Sabunas
says she "loves to hit."
"I had a rough time at first, but
I'm coming around," said Sabunas. "I know what the pitcher is
going to throw me in a certain
situation and this is to my advantage. I just take it game by game."
At the onset of the 1995 Softball
season, the Wildcats' primary
goals were to defeat Providence
and UConn, and to win the Big
East championship.
"We've already beat Providence
and feel we have a good chance
to go all the way this year," she
said. "We have everyone returning
except two players and a very
strong freshman class this year.
Our team chemistry has improved
over Jhe season as well. The
freshmen are no longer 'freshmen,' but are considered upperclassmen by the rest of the
members of the team. We are
really starting to work together
and to become a team in unity."

years.

first

essential

windmill pitching," said Sabunas. "Your power comes from
your l^s and from your arm going
downward. Windmill pitching is
not too hard on your arm, so I'm
not worried about pitching fre
quently and tiring early in the
to

a very good
all of our

throws a fast ball, rise, changeup, curve, drop curve and screw
ball. The screw ball is the most

Personally, Sabunas' principal
goal this season remains to be a

"Good mechanics are

won the decathalon at Hot Springs this past weekend.

Ryan admits

with a batter, it's important not
to give up and lose her."
Indeed, with 141 strikeouts
recorded in the *95 season to date,
Sabunas has not let too many
batters escape her thus far. Sabunas attributes her effectiveness
and successes on the mound to her
throwing style which has matured
and solidified during her college

that's

Senior Dave Cook

collective .335.

how much I used him until he was
gone

good thills and we had some guys

a 16-9

who

wout. Shank,

didn't
Bennett.

hit

at

all,"

said

game

into a genuine blo-

who came

Young, had walked

that provided the true excitement.

Tom Shank

and Kyle Jamaitis
knocked in eight runs on two
swings of the bat as they changed

season."
This central New Jersey native
and Colonial High School graduate

"I

team All-Big East

selection.

was

selected to the second
last year," said Sabunas.

team
"This year, it's important that I
perform well during Big East
Conference games to catch the
attention of the coaches. The Big
East games really count."
Sabunas expresses confidence
in the 'Nova coaching staff, citing
its leadership as one of the main
reasons why she has improved

tion as the three base runners

in his previous

give the freshman a pitch he could

fits for

over the past three years.
"Our coaches are very good
leaders and have helped me out
a lot," said Sabunas. "They show
me my faults and point out what
I'm doing right. I'm glad the
coaching staff has confidence in
me and I love being the one they
call on."

Due to its heavy volume of
weekly games, the softball team
does not have the opportunity to
practice often during the week.
"We practice about one day a
week," said Sabunas. "During the
off-season, we weight-lift and run
to keep in playing condition."
During her three years as a
member of the softball team,
Sabunas has witnessed the University make great strides toward
increased gender equity.
"As a freshman, we received no
recognition at all," said Sabunas.
"Every year, we have proven

The University has
improved our stadium; we now

ourselves.

have a scoreboard and an

infield

tarp."

a dual secondary education
and mathematics major, juggling
the rigors of a demanding course
load and softball schedule has

April 25

April 29

April 30

father has helped me in
more ways than you can imagine,"

Sabunas
to him.
for

said. "I

owe everything

He has

me and

sacrificed plenty
has really pushed me."

level are non-existent, Sabunas
would like to remain active in the
sport through coaching.

the pitcher to keep batters off the
bases, your team is there to score
you runs. I have complete confi-

"Softball won't take me anywhere," said Sabunas. "I'll make
the best with it now by playing

dence in my teammates."
With both Sabunas' lethal arm
and brilliant disposition on the

I can. In my opinion,
that's all that counts. If I don't

may

as best as

succeed or achieve my goals,
that's okay as long as I know I
have played my best."

for

Providence
Softball vs. Connecticut
vs.

Softball vs. St. Joseph's

Men's Tennis vs. Delaware
Baseball vs. Georgetown (doubleheader)
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
Baseball

vs.

Hofstra

vs.

Georgetown
Wilmington
Temple

vs.

Drexel

vs.
vs.

In addition, Sabunas credits her
fellow teammates with many of

her

own

personal successes.

mound, the women's softball team
not only accomplish its goals
for the 1995 season, but also may
look forward with great anticipation to next year.

Home Games

Men's Tennis vs. Duquesne
Men's Lacrosse vs. Georgetown

Crew (Murphy Cup)
Rugby Alumni game
Baseball vs. LaSalle
Softball vs. St. John's

Women's Lacrosse

April 26

Sabunas attributes her positive
attitude and accomplishments on
the softball diamond to her father.

"As a pitcher, I wouldn't be
anywhere without my team," said
Sabunas. "Although it depends on

Women's Lacrosse

April 20
April 22

next

Tuesday.

been difficult for Sabunas.
"You learn to pace yourself and
to budget your time," said
Sabunas.
Although the prospects of playing softball beyond the college

Rugby

April 15
April 17
April 18

LaSalle

"My

As

Softball vs. Boston

April 9
April 11
April 12
April 13

games at
weekend before

plays three

opposing batters

Composite Schedule
Aprils

The team

Providence this
travelling to

Jamaitis faced a similar situa-

had

reached base on an error and two
hit batsmen. Jamaitis, who had
led off the inning with a walk and
had already scored twice, parked
the pitch over the outfield fence.
The senior utility sub has banged
in 10 runs over the course of only
10 at bats.

in for

hit.

record to 22-5 despite recent

its

The team received a breather on at bat. It appeared as though he
Tuesday when Monmouth came might be given a second free
pass
to McGeehan field. While the 24since the Monmouth pitcher had
9 victory was impressive enough,
walked the previous three batters.
it was the record-setting two'
However, with nowhere to put
grand slams in the eighth inning Shank, Monmouth was
forced to

Sabunas' pitching causes

phenomenal

end and

not had to say much is because
the rest of the team has already
followed his example, hitting a

with a time of

The main goal for the team now

University Invitational this weekwill come back for the
Villanova Quadrangular meet on
April 15 on the Jumbo Elliot
Track.

is definitely

honor," Ryan said. "Once and a
while I'll say a quick word, but
I try to lead by what I do in the
field, by taking good swings."
One of the reasons McGinty has

As for the relay team, they were
without injured sophomore J.R.
Mcllwain. However, John Lehan
stepped in for Mcllwain and the

about her presence thus far.
"[Pastore] is a tremendous
bright spot because we have
traditionally been weak in the
field events," Marshall said.

.

seniority.

Gainesville, Miller again made the
finals and finished sixth with a
throw of 164'11.00.

theless, Marshall is very optimis-

.

As captain, Ryan McGinty
simply leads the team. The graduate student is well aware of the
responsibilities that go along with
his position, but he does not see
himself as a coach, despite his

that's a contribution
that will pay off in the long run,"
Coach Marshall said of Miller's
like

is

scoring position."
Not coinciden tally, Fili is leading the team in runs scored.

meet

3:16.31.

Archer ran in both the 110
meter high hurdles and in the 400

Chuck

finals at a

inconsistency she will show in the
early goings of her career. Never-

what we're getting.
team effort from

McGinty.

ing," said

McGinty

meet in the javelin and showed the

"And

2-for-4

stiffer

has survived for decades without
ever doing anything right.

there are many improvements
Sklepko could easily make in
order to compete with the top
heptathletes in the nation.
Pastore took fourth place in this

in," said Marshall.

Ryan McGinty went

with a stand-up double before
giving way to the bench. He
managed to bring his batting
average up to .423 in the 24-9
laugher. But the easy victory does
have its drawbacks, especially
since he is about to face much

idea.

tic

respectively.

#

run amongst a

Also in Miami, sophomore
Melanie Sklepko set a school and

place finish in the 400 meter dash
in a time of 56.42. 'Nova's other
first place finishes came in the

I

will

'Nova qualifier in the 1500
meter run (4:19.77) taking first
place. Freshman Jen Pastore,
formerly ranked as the No. 1 High
School Javelin thrower in the
first

Rangers,

since Gerry O'Reilly in 1987.
Junior Kevin Christiani also ran
the mile, finishing sixth with a

Staff Reporter

By PETER McDONOUGH

II

misses the call, I will live. Everyone makes mistakes. However,
there is no excuse for not knowing
a rule at this level that most

my

divisional record. 'Nova is in
third place (4-2). Nevertheless,

By ROMAN VACCARI

qualifies six
I

a

ing the other robot in a way that
invoked memories of the Wham-

Cook and Nason qualify

Women's track
',

came on

lacks clear comprehension of the
rules. If Villanova loses on a "safeout" call where the umpire just

Captain Ryan H^cGinty leads
baseball with clutch hitting

SEATS

hollers, "Infield fly, batter is out!"

Brutal. Say the infielder purposely dropped the ball. Odds are,
the batter would be safe at first,
and the runners would not have

call

"safe-out" play at third base,
where the home plate umpire
overruled the second base umpire,
despite not having a clear view of
the third baseman. In basketball
parlance, this would be having a
referee outside the three-point arc
overruling a referee underneath
the basket on a foul call in the
paint. There is no way the home
plate umpire could have seen the
tag applied because the third
baseman would obstruct the view,
while the umpire at second base
has a clearer view of the tag.
I would hate to see Villanova
lose a game because an umpire

say this for the hoop
refs: At least they know the rules
and only their judgments have
been called into question.
but

was

the only error that this
particular umpire made all day,
but it was not.

basketball officials

the

our fearless umpire made

the call, and the batter was out.
Not that it really mattered, considering the second baseman
caught the ball. I wish I could say
this

constant debate over the quality
of

Still,
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vs. St. Joseph's
Baseball vs. Rutgers
Men's Lacrosse vs. Lehigh
Women's Lacrosse vs. Drexel
Softball vs. Long Island
Crew (Kerr Cup)
Women's Lacrosse vs. George Mason

9:30 a.m.
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'Nova continues to sparkle on diamond
Baseball falters

Softball carries

against Seton Hall,
but regains form

success into Big

By JOE PATTERSON

By

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

East competition

Villanova's softball team com-

After coasting through its first
20 games, the baseball team hit
a snag last weekend in the form
of the Seton Hall Pirates. The
Cats took the first game to notch
their 20th win, but eventually
succumbed to the Pirates' superior

a lion, sweeping double-headers
against Penn, Providence and
Seton Hall. By going 6-2 last week,
the Wildcats improved their overall record to 25-9 (5-1 in the Big

pitching.

East).

"They're a good team," said
Head Coach George Bennett. "I
don't know if they're better than
we are, but their pitching right

Villanova's success has been
built upon exceptional pitching

now is
The

combined earned run average of
1.88, while opponents are hitting

pleted their

better

tallied

win of the season.
Despite the six run difference
in the final score, the game was

to his fifth

a nailbiter through five innings.
The Hall's Jason Grille started on

mound and was

untouchable for the
innings. Pirate first

^iil

six innings to notch a 3-2
victory. Sophomore second basein

nearly

first

man Bridget Baxter was l-for-2
with one run scored while freshman Kelly Sparks was l-for-3
with one run scored and one run

five

baseman Jim

Duffy drove in the only Seton Hall
run in the bottom of the second
and the host team led, 1-0. This

batted

was sustained until the sixth
inning when Seton Hall's defense
let down and allowed the Cats to

The second matchup versus
Penn was even closer than the
first as the game was tied at one

pounce.
After the dust had settled,
'Nova had scored seven runs, six
of which were unearned. The Cats
chased Grille, making the pitcher
exit with just one out. Seton Hall
then sent Jamie Fisher to the

going into the seventh. That is
when Melissa Ansell stepped up
to the plate. She smacked a 2-2
pitch for a homerun, giving Villanova a 2-1 victory. The freshman
finished the game with two hits,
two runs and the game-winning
RBI. On the mound was Wildcat
ace Tina Sabunas, who pitched
seven innings, allowing only three

rocked for three hits and two
walks in the span of one out.
Seven different batters scored
for 'Nova with designated hitter
Ryan McGinty knocking in three
of them. The Cats only had six
hits during the game, but it was

hits and collecting eight strikeouts
for her 14th

afternoon

game proved

to

be a different affair as Seton Hall
pounded the Cats, 8-1. Again,
'Nova's bats went to sleep as they
only rapped out six hits. Villanova's starting pitcher, Craig Culhane, who came in with a 3-0
record, lasted only until the second

Sophomore Trevor Pepkowski relieved Culhane and took

inning.

of the season.

Unfortunately, the Cats success

of the season.

The

win

would soon turn sour as they
travelled up the New Jersey Turnpike to drop both games of a

enough to hand Grille his first loss

/

in.

lead

mound, who 'Nova promptly

>'

far this

a thin .199 against it. Offensively,
the Cats are batting a strong .295
and are scoring over three and a
half runs per game.
The Wildcats' superb pitching
and consistent offense were evident in the two close wins against
Penn. In the first game, 'Nova
exploded for three runs in the first
inning, while freshman pitcher
Jen Cornelius held the Quakers in
check. She gave up only two runs

eight strikeouts and
surrendered only one run en route

the

like

season, the pitching staff has a

outstanding game for a 7-1 victory.
He pitched all seven innings of the
front-end of a doubleheader, giving
up only five hits and two walks.

He

March schedule

and consistent offense. So

and stronger."
trip to South Orange was
not without its bright spots,
though, as Dave Herr pitched an

!;}:

MARC ANGELACCIO

PHOTO BY STEVE AUGSBURQER

Villanova had a tough time against Seton Hall, but rebounded earlier this week. They destroyed
Monmouth on Tuesday before beating West Chester, 13-4, at Veteran's Stadium on Wednesday.
The team travels to Providence this weekend for a three game set.

double-header against Rutgers.
The Scarlet Knights pounded the
Wildcats for 20 runs over two
games, while Villanova's offense,
which has been potent all season,
would disappear, scoring no runs
(Continued on page 28)

Lacrosse on three-game winning streak

the Cats into the seventh inning.

Combined, Culhane and Pepkowski gave up 10 hits and eight earned
runs. This would normally have
been good enough for the Cats,
who had been averaging well over
ten runs a game.
"Last week, we went into a
hitting slump," admitted Bennett.
The lone run of the game came
inning when third
baseman Jason Cassesa batted in
fellow infielder Steve Young.
The offensive woes continued
for the Cats on Sunday as they
faced the buzzsaw known as Matt
Morris. Morris was clocked at
miles per hour as he struck out
in the fourth

1

%

'',

eight batters and scattered five
hits across nine innings. The Hall
won 4-0, marking the first time

'Nova has been shut out

I
t

all

season.
'Nova's pitcher Larry Williams
pitched relatively well as he lasted
until the fifth inning, giving up

(Continued on page 31)

i

By KELLY CURTIN
Staff Reporter

The men's

lacrosse

team con-

winning ways this past
week as it capped two more
victories. The team established a
three game winning streak as it
tinued

its

defeated Drexel by a score of 1411 and went on to beat St. John's,
14-7.

The Wildcats were

still

riding

on the adrenaline of their Air
win when they faced Drexel
March 29. Craig Scornavacca
scored the first goal of the

game

11:51. Seconds later, Owen
Cosgrove came up with a goal off
an assist by Kevin Crowley. Mark
Nagle went on to score the next

at

goals, one of which was
assisted by David Marks. Scornavacca closed out the first quarter
with a goal and Marks picked up
another assist. 'Nova held a 5-1
advantage at the first break.

two

Crowley scored a goal at 5:20
in the second quarter, while
Scornavacca assisted on it. Cosgrove picked up another unassisted goal and the Wildcats maintained a 7-4 lead at the half.
Nagle scored the next two goals
of the game and Allan Bernotas
picked up an assist. Scornavacca

and Brian Goger scored unassisted
just about a minute apart and
Fran Bpgle scored at 1:47 in the
third, off an assist by Pat Cocks,
as 'Nova continued to hold the
lead.

Pat Grohar contributed the last
two goals of the game to secure
the victory. Junior goalkeeper
Marc Cadin recorded 13 saves in
the outing. The Wildcats outshot
their opponent, 47-27, and had 61
groundballs compared to their

opponent's 38. Nagle had an
exceptional game by racking up
a total of four goals.
The Wildcats were roaring to

play St. John's (3-2) at home on
April 1. Cosgrove scored the first
goal, unassisted at 10:10. Around
9:51 in the first quarter, Grohar
scored on a pass from Scornavacca. St. John's had a 4-2 lead that
would turn out to be their only
advantage for the rest of the game.
Paul Schroder scored 12:41 into
the second quarter, while Bernotas picked up the assist. Cocks
scored the next goal, unassisted,
at 12:10. Cosgrove scored again,
as Kevin Crowley picked up the
assist. Schroder closed out the
half with another goal as 'Nova
regained the lead.
The first two goals of the third
quarter were supplied by Cosgrove
and Crowley. Bcjgle scored off an
assist

by Marks and Schroder

scored his third goal of the

game

Russ Galligher, Nagle
and Marks rounded out the scoring for the game.
Both the offense and defense

at

12:20.

stepped up as 'Nova outshot the
Red Storm, 59-30. Senior Brian
Goger was both a key offensive
and defensive contributor during
the games. The 'Nova defense,
consisting of Nick Glomb, Adam
White, Jason Klippel and Eric

Hintenach, had a remarkable
game, combining good stick work
with the ability to clear the ball.
Midfielder Jim Marrion also played
well, winning 15 out of 18 faceoffs. Senior captain Crowley also
played hard in both games, despite
just coming back from a shoulder
injury that kept him out of action
for a few games. Cadin was again
outstanding in goal, with 16
saves. Andrew Fabrizio came in
for the final nine minutes of the

game and played well.
The Wildcats look to extend
their winning streak against
nationally ranked

Georgetown

home on Saturday,
p.m.

April 8

at

at
1

